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Executive Summary 

This is a report on the 2015 Survey of NYC Veterans Policy Priorities, a survey that 
solicited responses to policy initiatives from NYC veterans, service members, family 
members, and service providers in early 2015.  

 
Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to highlight the results of the survey and to represent 
survey respondents. It is also intended as a guide for NYC policymakers, urging them to 
consider specific recommendations for improving policies and programs that affect the 
lives of NYC veterans, service members, and their families. Background information is 
provided on each of the policy initiatives to inform these recommendations. 
 
Key Findings 
Sixteen proposed or in-progress policy initiatives were presented in the survey, and a 
majority of respondents indicated strong support for each of them. The majority of 
comments also showed strong support for these initiatives and other actions to improve 
policies affecting veterans. Given this strong support, it is clear that veterans, family 
members, and others connected with veterans who live and work in NYC believe 
that change in local policy is essential. 
 
Key findings of the survey and report: 

 Suicide Prevention is Top Priority. The crisis of veteran suicide appears to be 
the most urgent priority for survey respondents. The strongest support was given 
to the initiative proposing to link NYC’s 311 service to the Veterans Crisis Line.  

 Improvement of Existing Resources is Needed. The top ten initiatives that 
respondents indicated were most important to them all involve improvement of 
existing resources.  

 More Resourcing Is Needed for NYC Veterans Affairs. In order to accomplish 
the many changes called for in this report, NYC government must have an 
agency dedicated to veterans affairs that is staffed and funded at levels 
significantly higher than what currently exists.   

 
New York City is the largest city in the U.S. and has the largest municipal government in 
the U.S., as well as one of the largest populations of veterans. It is essential that New 
York City properly coordinates and utilizes all available government resources to ensure 
that veterans, service members, and their families have full access to the recognition, 
benefits, and services they have earned.  
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Survey Methodology 

From February 4 to March 13, 2015, the NYC Veterans Alliance and NY MetroVets 
invited veterans, service members, family members, service providers, and others 
connected to the veterans’ community in the New York Metropolitan area to take an 
online survey of their policy priorities for NYC government. The survey was 
disseminated via email and social media to as many NYC veterans and organizations 
as possible. In addition to NYC Veterans Alliance and NY MetroVets, organizations like 
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America, Army Week, Women Veterans and Families 
Network, the Military Resilience Project, and others promoted it to their membership. 
Several elected officials also distributed the survey to their constituents.  
 
NYC Veterans Community. This is the first survey attempting to reach the estimated 
220,000 veterans and service members residing in NYC, as well as their estimated 
250,000 spouses, partners, significant others, and close family members. It also 
attempted to capture the input of service providers who work in the city and the 
surrounding areas. The survey additionally reached a significant number of veterans 
and family members who reside outside NYC in Westchester, Long Island, New Jersey, 
Connecticut, and Pennsylvania, but are nevertheless within commuting distance to NYC 
for work and activities with other veterans. Taken together, veterans, service members, 
family members, and the many service providers for veterans in NYC may total more 
than a million people who are impacted by NYC government policies and resources for 
veterans. 
 
Survey Questions. Survey respondents were asked to identify where they live, their 
veteran status and other connections and roles within the NYC veterans community, 
and other characteristics of veteran experience and access to VA healthcare in NYC. 
The survey also asked respondents to rate sixteen different policy initiatives based on 
whether they believed the initiative to be essential, very important, moderately 
important, or not important—or whether they opposed it. They were also given space to 
write in comments and other ideas. All comments related to survey topics were included 
in this report. 
 
Survey Responses. A total of 478 responses were collected using Survey Monkey, 
and all data was anonymous and self-reported by respondents. The only mandatory 
question was listing residential zip code; all other questions were optional. The results 
listed here do not note where a respondent may have opted not to answer a question.  
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Who Responded to the Survey 

Most of the survey’s 478 responses came from NYC, Long Island, Westchester, and 
other counties in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut that make up the New York 
Metropolitan area.  A total of 93.58% of respondents reported living in or within 
commuting distance to NYC. A smaller number reported living in the Albany area and 
on military bases in the U.S. and abroad. A total of 5.14% of respondents reported living 
outside of these areas. 
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Respondents were asked to identify their involvement or role within the NYC veterans 
community, and to select as many categories as applied to them. A total of 74.27% of 
respondents indicated present or past service in the military. Significant numbers of 
respondents are members and/or employees of veteran service organizations (VSOs), 
are service providers, or are otherwise connected to veterans through close 
relationships. The survey also asked for NYC government employees, first responders, 
and medical providers to self-identify. 
 
Note: percentages do not add up to 100% as respondents could identify multiple 
relationships/roles. 
 

 
 
Respondent Comments. Several respondents offered comments about their 
relationship to the NYC veterans community: 

 Retired Military member of a NY based military organization for 5 years. 
Currently do not reside in NY. 

 I live in the suburbs but used to work in NYC. 

 I am originally from NY. 

 I'm a retired VA social worker who worked with veterans having a range of 
medical, mental health, substance abuse and housing issues. 

 Retired Army; currently active in Civil Air Patrol (USAF Aux). 

 Brooklyn VVA. 

 Manhattan Veterans Advocacy Council. 
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 I am a not-for-profit and social justice advocate. 

 I represent servicewomen in impact litigation. I work at a legal non-profit. 

 Retired, living in Queens, NY. 

 I am a retired first responder. 

 Veteran Graduate Student. 

 Produced one film on women veterans, run social media and composed scores 
for 4 other films about veterans. 

 I volunteer with the USO, Mets Alumni, WWP. 
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Veteran Responses 

Veteran Service and Discharge Status. Of the veterans and currently-serving 
members of the military who responded, 97.96% indicated they received an honorable 
discharge for their service or are currently serving. A smaller number of veterans were 
discharged under conditions that were not characterized as honorable. 
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Accessing VA Healthcare. Veteran respondents were asked to indicate their current 
status of accessing healthcare services from the Department of Veterans Affairs. Less 
than half (46.97%) of veteran respondents to the survey reported that they are currently 
using the VA for healthcare. Almost the same number of respondents (46.11%) 
indicated that they’ve stopped going, are eligible but have either never gone or never 
enrolled, or aren’t sure if they’re eligible.  
 
Respondent Comments. Respondents offered the following comments about their 
experience with VA healthcare in NYC: 

 I no longer use the VA because I was told that because I didn't serve overseas in 
Iraq or Afghanistan I could no longer use the services of the VA. 

 The VA is not proactive and thus is underutilized for those who really need it. 

 The Bronx VA hospital needs a LOT of work--I stopped seeking VA care because 
the staff was condescending and rude, the clinics didn't open at posted times. 
I've heard the Manhattan VA is pretty horrible as well. 

 Need better service from the Brooklyn VA Hospital (1st floor ID office and the 9th 
floor when we go to inquire about service). They make us feel as if we are a 
bother (9th floor).  

 I was enrolled in both the Manhattan & Brooklyn VA healthcare system and there 
were moments that I felt I was not receiving adequate care especially when it 
came to a disease I encountered and if I would have been given a consult for an 
outside specialist my condition would not be as terrible as it is today. I felt let 
down by the medical facilities and I would hope they improve for other veterans 
who have had similar experiences. 
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NYC Veterans Policy Priorities 

The survey listed sixteen current or proposed NYC veterans policy initiatives, and 
respondents indicated strong support for all of them. Even the lowest number of 
responses indicating an initiative is essential or very important still represented a strong 
majority at 65.39%. Each initiative in the survey is listed below in order ranging from 
what respondents rated as most to least important.  

 Initiative 
Essential + 

Very Important 
Opposed 

1 Linking 311 with VA Suicide Hotline 95.39% 0.73% 

2 Vetting VSOs that Receive NYC Funds 94.26% 0.95% 

3 Improving Services for Homeless Veterans 91.13% 0.47% 

4 Increasing NYC’s Budget for Veterans 91.00% 1.85% 

5 Coordinating with VA Healthcare 88.95% 1.23% 

6 Integrating Aging Veterans into NYC Services 88.70% 0.49% 

7 Reforming the Veterans Advisory Board 88.67% 0.48% 

8 Tracking and Reporting Veterans Receiving NYC Services 87.47% 0.95% 

9 Veterans Preference for NYC Government 87.08% 1.19% 

10 Establishing Veterans Treatment Court in Manhattan 86.40% 1.94% 

11 Creating NYC Department of Veterans Affairs 84.37% 4.59% 

12 Making Veteran Businesses Competitive for NYC Contracts 80.82% 2.87% 

13 Placing Veterans Benefits Counselors in Each Borough 80.24% 1.20% 

14 Including Veteran Status on NYC ID Cards 70.88% 2.42% 

15 Expanding Veteran Eligibility for Pension Buyback 69.71% 2.88% 

16 Inclusive Definition of Veteran 65.39% 14.25% 

 
The strong support expressed for all of these policy initiatives affecting NYC veterans 
can be summarized as follows:   
 

Veterans, family members, and others connected  
with veterans who live and work in NYC believe that  

change in local policy is essential. 
 
Voices of the NYC Veterans Community. As a matter of importance, all survey-
related respondent comments have been included in this report because everyone’s 
voice deserves to be heard. Below are general comments urging NYC officials to make 
positive changes to benefit veterans and their families: 

 I believe it is essential for the leaders of New York City to set the example for the 
rest of the nation and do everything within their power to provide the best 
assistance available to America's Military Veterans. 

 ANYTHING and any proposed legislation that assists in bettering the lives of our 
"TRUE" heroes is essential. There should not be a debate in this country as to 
whether our Veterans are going to be taken care of. It should be automatic. This 
country should be ashamed of itself for allowing our Veterans to suffer and be so 
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disrespected for defending our freedoms and way of life. It is time this country 
wakes up and does the right thing for our Veterans!!! 

 I feel as a vet who put my life on the line for this nation, we should be entitled to 
better benefits and treatment than those who never served but are receiving 
better benefits than we are. Most of the nation or states have no idea of the 
hardships we endure. 

 Is very important to remember all the sacrifice what they did. 

 Keep fighting for the veterans. 

 As veterans we served you--it’s time for the city government to serve us. 

 We need to help our Veterans. They served to keep us safe. 

 NEVER FORGET. 

 All should know that when we swear to uphold the constitution and laws of 
America against both domestic and foreign people including giving up our lives, 
we should be taken care of by our gov't. 

 I am a veteran of this great country and it's time to start taking care of the men 
and women that gave up so much. 

 Coordination between all levels of government, communities and veterans 
communities is necessary to have a true safety net for veterans & their families! 

 NYC is years behind where it should be. Most of these proposed ideas are 
common sense at best, and have been implemented at the federal and state 
levels decades ago.  

 We have to keep working to serve those who have served! 

 NYC do have an obligation to protect, support, and help every veteran in need of 
all that is available to us. 

 Do the right thing. 
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Linking 311 with VA Suicide Hotline 

Advocates have proposed that NYC’s 3-1-1 information system directly connect suicidal 
veterans who dial the system to the federally-funded VA Suicide Hotline. This initiative 
received the strongest support of the sixteen listed in the survey. A total of 95.39% of 
respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very important.  

 
 
NYC 311 Phone Service. New Yorkers call 311 for information about garbage pickup, 
parking, MTA service, to report noisy neighbors or problems with their landlord, or to 
learn about employment opportunities or other city services. If individuals reporting 
more urgent situations reach 311, such as reporting a gas leak, they are transferred to 
the city’s 911 service to ensure a prompt and appropriate response. If a 311 caller 
reports suicidal thoughts, they are referred to LifeNet, a NYC-based mental health 
counseling service administered by the Mental Health Association of NYC.1 LifeNet 
does not offer specialized counseling services related to military or combat service, nor 
does it have routine familiarity with the experiences of military veterans.  
 
NYC 311 Website and Mobile App. To reach users via internet and mobile devices, 
the 311 website features a menu of common requests, access to paying city fees and 
fines, placing complaints, and an array of other information. The mobile app mirrors 
much of the website’s features and information. With both the website and app, 311 
offers a search feature where users can type in terms such as “suicide” or “veteran 
suicide.” When “suicide” is searched, the user is offered three links:  

 Report a person threatening suicide—which directs the user to dial 911. 

                                                             
1
 http://www.nyc.gov/html/doh/html/mental/lifenet.shtml  

http://www.nyc.gov/html/doh/html/mental/lifenet.shtml
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 Report a medical emergency—which directs the user to dial 911. 

 Information about death investigations.  

If a user enters the words “veteran suicide,” no results are found.2 

 
Veterans Crisis Line. The Veterans Crisis Line is a national, 24-hour hotline for 
veterans and family members, and currently administered by the Department of 
Veterans Affairs from the Canandaigua VA Medical Center facility in upstate New York. 
Five backup or overflow sites around the U.S. take additional calls to ensure calls are 
answered promptly and receive the full attention they require.3 Backup sites are 
administered by the Mental Health Association of NYC,4 via a contract that Link2Health 
Solutions5 holds with the Department of Veterans Affairs.6  
 
Veterans Crisis Line counselors, some of whom are themselves veterans, are trained in 
subjects specific to suicidal veterans, including: 

 Battlemind PTSD 

 Characteristics of adults with psychological distress 

 Combat injured soldiers 

 Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) with alcohol and lifestyle associated 
problems 

 Major depressive episodes and work stress 

 Mental health problems with active/reserve troops returning from Iraq 

                                                             
2
 Screenshot taken on June 19, 2015. 

3
 http://archives.veterans.house.gov/Media/File/110/9-16-08/VAQFR91608.htm  

4
 http://www.mhaofnyc.org/services/veterans-services/  

5
 http://www.l2hs.org/programs/veterans-crisis-line.aspx  

6
 https://www.fbo.gov/notices/f08dc1ebe68b337182aa70b0a57f1825  

http://archives.veterans.house.gov/Media/File/110/9-16-08/VAQFR91608.htm
http://www.mhaofnyc.org/services/veterans-services/
http://www.l2hs.org/programs/veterans-crisis-line.aspx
https://www.fbo.gov/notices/f08dc1ebe68b337182aa70b0a57f1825
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 Operation Enduring Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom (OEF/OIF) stress and 
traumatic brain injury (TBI) 

 Strategies for preventing suicide in TBI patients 

 Suicide mortality, treatment for depression 

 The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and military sexual trauma 

 Treatment of clients with acute suicidal ideation  

 War and military mental health7 

Counselors specialize in providing immediate support to veterans in crisis, coordinating 
with local emergency services when needed, and connecting callers with local VA 
suicide prevention coordinators when callers consent. The Veterans Crisis Line 
manages approximately 22,000 calls per month,8 some of which are referred by 911 
and 311 lines from municipalities across the country.  
 
Veterans Crisis Chat/Text. Trained VA counselors also provide the additional service 
of anonymous online chat via www.veteranscrisisline.net. Chat software includes the 
message: 
 

Sometimes technical issues cause a chat to end unexpectedly.  
If this happens, please come back to chat again or call us at  
1-800-273-TALK (8255) and press 1. 

 
Trained VA counselors are also available via texting 838255 (VETALK) free of charge. 
Texts are limited to 160 characters, and performance of texting software is dependent 
on the user’s cell phone service.9  
 
NYC’s Need for Counselors Trained in Crises Faced by Veterans. Currently the VA 
estimates that an average of 22 veterans per day across the nation take their own 
lives,10 and veterans are 50% more likely than their civilian counterparts to commit 
suicide.11 Advocates have suggested that any New Yorker calling 311 to report a 
veteran in crisis would be better served by the VA’s resources and specialists who work 
continuously with veterans, rather than LifeNet counselors who are not trained 
specifically on mental health issues connected to combat trauma or other military 
experiences.  
 
Respondent Comment. One respondent offered a dissenting comment on this subject: 
 

                                                             
7
 http://archives.veterans.house.gov/Media/File/110/9-16-08/VAQFR91608.htm  

8
 Noted in the documentary film “Crisis Hotline: Veterans Press 1” 

9
 Pages 9-15, http://www.texassuicideprevention.org/wp-

content/uploads/2013/06/Thompson_TX_Suicide_Prevention_slides_1.pdf  
10

 Page 15, “Suicide Data Report, Department of Veterans Affairs Mental Health Services Suicide 
Prevention Program,” http://www.va.gov/opa/docs/suicide-data-report-2012-final.pdf  
11

 http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-veteran-suicide-20150115-story.html  

http://www.veteranscrisisline.net/
http://archives.veterans.house.gov/Media/File/110/9-16-08/VAQFR91608.htm
http://www.texassuicideprevention.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Thompson_TX_Suicide_Prevention_slides_1.pdf
http://www.texassuicideprevention.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Thompson_TX_Suicide_Prevention_slides_1.pdf
http://www.va.gov/opa/docs/suicide-data-report-2012-final.pdf
http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-veteran-suicide-20150115-story.html
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 I have mixed feelings about referring suicidal veterans to the federal hotline--I 
don't know if the federal line is run all that well. I think it might be better to 
improve local veterans services, so if someone needs urgent assistance, they're 
not waiting on hold to talk to someone--they can get help from somewhere in the 
city.  

 
Recommendations. While it is critical to work toward preventing veterans from 
reaching suicidal crisis, the Veterans Crisis Line is nevertheless the most effective 
resource to assist veterans in crisis across the United States, including NYC. Given that 
veterans are currently suffering higher rates of suicide and suicidal crisis than their 
civilian counterparts, NYC government must ensure that veterans, their family 
members, and the NYC public have immediate access to the Veterans Crisis Line 
phone, chat, and text resources. We therefore offer the following recommendations: 

1. NYC 311, the Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs (MOVA), and the Department of 
Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) should coordinate with the Department of 
Veterans Affairs and/or MHA-NYC to implement the direct connection of calls 
made by suicidal veterans or their family members from NYC’s 311 phone 
service (as well as the MHA-NYC’s LifeNet service) to the Veterans Crisis Line. 
This would be similar to existing 311 referral agreements in other municipalities 
across the U.S.  

2. The NYC 311 website and app should include a “Veteran Contemplating Suicide” 
link to Veteran Crisis Line phone, chat, and text resources that appears when 
users search for “suicide” and/or “veteran suicide.”  

3. NYC 311, MOVA, DOHMH, and MHA-NYC should implement a “Veterans in 
Crisis 101” training requirement for 311 operators and LifeNet operators to 
understand the unique needs of veterans who may be in suicidal crisis.  

4. NYC 311, MOVA, and DOHMH should coordinate with the Department of 
Veterans Affairs and/or MHA-NYC to implement the direct connection of calls 
made by suicidal veterans or their family members that do not necessitate 
immediate dispatch of emergency services to the Veterans Crisis Line. This 
would be similar to existing 911 referral agreements in other municipalities 
across the U.S.  
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Vetting Organizations That Receive NYC Funds 

Advocates have proposed that veteran service organizations (VSOs) receiving NYC tax 
dollars to provide services to veterans should be held accountable for the services they 
provide and to NYC veterans spanning across all demographic groups and generations 
of service. This initiative ranked second in receiving the strongest support of the sixteen 
listed in the survey. A total of 94.26% of respondents indicated that they view this as 
either essential or very important. 

 
 
Specified Purposes. Last year the NYC Council provided $400,000 in discretionary 
funds to five organizations serving veterans in NYC.12 These funds were not overseen 
by NYC veterans affairs representatives, but instead by officials from other NYC 
agencies as described below. Purposes for the funding did not include measurable 
outcomes and were in some cases unspecific and not tied to direct services. These 
purposes were listed in the budget as follows:13  

 Funding will be used to facilitate transition of veterans, National Guard and 
Reservists into quality job training and careers within the construction industry. 

 Funding will provide legal services for NYC Veterans on a broad range of matters 
which include: family law, housing, public benefits, healthcare and home care, 
financial planning, and consumer protection. 

                                                             
12

 Page 77, “Fiscal Year 2015 Adopted Expense Budget Adjustment Summary / Schedule C,” 
http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/budget/2015/FY15%20Schedule%20C%20Template%20-
%20Final.pdf  
13

 Pages 77-78, ibid. 

http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/budget/2015/FY15%20Schedule%20C%20Template%20-%20Final.pdf
http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/budget/2015/FY15%20Schedule%20C%20Template%20-%20Final.pdf
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 Funding will be used to support… a diverse coalition of 1,000 members….. The 
Coalition is a broad based credible voice for the behavioral health needs of 
veterans and their families 

 Funding is for programs in four key impact areas: supporting new veterans in 
health, education, employment and building a lasting community for vets and 
their families 

 Funding will provide... program assistance to women veterans in New York City 
who have experienced or continue to experience various forms of discrimination 
relating to their military service.14 
  

Unclear Purposes and Outcomes. The stated purposes of the funding were unspecific 
and did not provide measurable outcomes that personnel and agencies providing 
oversight could adequately assess. Two of the five organizations that received funding 
did not provide direct services to veterans in NYC during the fiscal year the funding was 
granted. No goals for number of veterans served or other such metrics were identified. 
 
Oversight. The five organizations receiving discretionary funds for veterans services 
were overseen by the following NYC agencies: Small Business Services (SBS), Human 
Resources Administration (HRA), Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH), 
and Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD). No oversight was 
provided by officials who are familiar with veterans’ unique needs or the VA system of 
benefits. The Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs (MOVA) was not involved with the 
grantees in any official capacity related to these funds.  
 
Respondent Comments. Comments from respondents related to vetting organizations 
receiving NYC funds include: 

 Please ensure that any and all Veteran Service Organizations actually help 
Veterans and not just the administrators of the program. 

 Strongly agree with efforts towards transparency for any organization purporting 
to serve veterans and for better advocacy by city officials with the VA on behalf of 
veterans. 

 Accountability from every veteran organization is essential. Accurate reporting 
from every organization of how many and how veterans are served is essential.  

 Adequate vetting to ensure ONLY honorably discharged veterans are receiving 
services is very important to me. 

 Fund and implement OASAS certified programs with veterans-specific treatment 
services to address the issue of alcohol and drug dependence and PTSD among 
veterans. 

 Have funding available for organizations who work with those suffering from PTS. 
 

                                                             
14

 Organization names are not included here in order to focus attention on government policy rather than 
single out the performance of any organization. 
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Recommendations. In the absence of a more sufficiently resourced agency for 
veterans affairs in NYC,15 City Council discretionary funding has attempted to boost 
local services available for NYC veterans. This funding, however, has not produced 
consistent results for NYC veterans. We therefore make the following 
recommendations: 

1. Oversight and auditing of NYC discretionary funding provided to organizations 
should be under the purview of NYC’s veterans affairs agency, yet this is not 
possible as long as veterans affairs remains only an extension of the Mayor’s 
office (i.e., a Mayoral office auditing City Council grants is not a viable option 
legally). This should be a function of a Department of Veterans Affairs that would 
be accountable to both the Mayor and City Council.16 

2. City Council discretionary funds for veteran services should only be granted to 
organizations providing direct services and/or case management for veterans 
receiving direct services in NYC.  

3. Direct services provided by organizations receiving NYC funding should be 
accessible by all veterans of all eras, even if targeted at specific or under-served 
populations. Government dollars should not be used to assist only young 
veterans at the exclusion of a larger population of veterans who are also in need.  

4. The City Council should state clear purposes and measurable outcomes for 
organizations receiving discretionary funds. If an organization does not meet the 
stated purposes and outcomes for the funding received, it should not receive 
future city dollars, and should be held to city standards for vendors that do not 
fulfill the specifications of a city contract. 

5. The City Council Veterans Committee should hold a hearing at the end of each 
fiscal year in which organizations that received discretionary funds for veterans 
services provide a report of the number of veterans reached, the scope of their 
activities, and the outcomes of the services they provided to the NYC veterans 
community.  

                                                             
15

 See pages 26-30 of this report for information on increasing the budget for NYC veterans affairs. 
16

 See pages 51-57 of this report for information on the proposal to create a NYC Department of Veterans 
Affairs. 
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Improving Services for Homeless Veterans 

Advocates have proposed that NYC agencies work more effectively to provide outreach, 
services, housing, and tracking of veterans who are homeless on the streets, in 
shelters, living in their cars, in temporary housing situations (with friends or family 
members), or hidden away on rooftops and other out-of-sight areas throughout NYC 
because they have nowhere else to call home. This initiative ranked third in receiving 
the strongest support of the sixteen listed in the survey. A total of 94.13% of 
respondents indicated that they view improving homeless services as either essential or 
very important. 
 

 
 
Homelessness in NYC. Overall homelessness in NYC is at an all-time high, with more 
than 59,000 individuals—approximately 20,000 of whom are children—in need of 
permanent housing.17 This represents a 10% increase since the inauguration of Mayor 
de Blasio. Despite these rising numbers, veteran homeless has decreased significantly, 
largely due to robust federal resources that have enabled a supportive system for 
moving homeless veterans from the street to a shelter, then to temporary housing, and 
eventually into permanent housing. 
 
Federal Funding to NYC. Veteran homelessness has received significant attention 
nationally, and NYC government received a grant from the Obama administration last 
year in the amount of $3.4 million18 as part of a nationwide initiative to end veteran 

                                                             
17

 http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-homelss-population-tops-59k-record-high-article-1.2099150  
18

 Page 53R, “The City of New York Schedules Supporting the Adopted Expense Budget for Fiscal Year 
2015,” http://www.nyc.gov/html/omb/downloads/pdf/ss6_14.pdf 

http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-homelss-population-tops-59k-record-high-article-1.2099150
http://www.nyc.gov/html/omb/downloads/pdf/ss6_14.pdf
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homelessness. Cities across the U.S. have participated in a targeted effort19 in which 
cities receive funding and technical assistance to set and meet goals toward ending 
veteran homelessness by the end of 2015.20 Veterans’ entitlements to federal services 
and benefits, including those who are homeless, are determined by a web of statutes 
and regulations surrounding discharge status and length of time served in the military.  
 
NYC Department of Homeless Services (NYC-DHS). Resourced by federal funding 
received by NYC, NYC-DHS leads the Veteran Service Unit (VSU), which includes 
representatives from federal agencies, and exists as a triage point for homeless 
services, linking veterans to housing and other resources and benefits for which they 
are eligible. When appropriate, and if space is available, the VSU refers homeless 
veterans for transitional housing at one of two program shelters for veterans: Borden 
Avenue Veterans Residence for men and women in Long Island City and a men-only 
residence on Porter Avenue in Brooklyn.21  
 
Direct Federal Programs for Veteran Homelessness. In addition to the funding listed 
above, the Obama administration has further dedicated millions of dollars22 that go 
directly to providers, programs, and housing vouchers for homeless veterans.23 These 
dollars do not pass through NYC government. There are several different programs, but 
the largest include: 

 HUD-VASH. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the 
VA have issued thousands of HUD-VA Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) 
vouchers, subsidies to qualifying low-income homeless veterans in NYC that 
allow veterans and their families to pay approximately 30% of their income 
toward rent.24 This program works in conjunction with other efforts to provide 
housing stability that prevents veteran homelessness.  

 SSVF. Additional funding for homelessness prevention is distributed through the 
VA’s Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF) program.25 Seven 
nonprofit agencies in NYC have contracts with the VA worth millions of dollars, a 
large portion of which goes toward veterans’ rental arrears.26 SSVF also provides 
services designed to support housing stability for veterans and family members, 
to include assistance with health care, legal issues, child care, housing 
counseling, transportation, and personal financial planning.27 

 
Other Assistance for Homeless Veterans. Outreach teams meet with homeless 
individuals and ask if any of them have served in the military. These teams typically 
count anyone who has served in the active or reserve forces as a veteran, regardless of 
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whether they meet the VA’s definition of “veteran.” Homeless veterans who are 
ineligible for the federal programs listed above due to discharge status or amount of 
time served in the military may be eligible for other assistance using other federal, state, 
or city funded programs to assist homeless individuals. Veterans who do not qualify for 
VA programs are often granted supportive housing through programs funded in 
partnership between NY State and NYC (NY/NY I, II, or III).28 Service providers who 
work with homeless veterans seek out these other programs to assist those who do not 
meet the VA’s definition of “veteran,” and often can provide these other supportive 
housing options as well. 
 
NYC Coalition on the Continuum of Care (CCoC) Veterans Task Force. In order to 
coordinate otherwise disparate funding and resourcing of veteran homelessness 
initiatives in NYC, the NYC Coalition on the Continuum of Care (CCoC) formed the 
Veterans Task Force to work toward improving coordination of all resources serving 
homeless veterans in NYC to end veteran homelessness before the end of 2015. The 
end date of the Veterans Task Force is stated as December 2015,29 although current 
planning assumes the CCoC Veterans Task Force will continue indefinitely beyond the 
end of 2015. The Executive Committee of the Veterans Task Force includes NYC 
government officials, to include the Commissioner of MOVA, as well as heads of the 
major service provider agencies. There is currently no veterans community 
representative on the Executive Committee, although veterans are represented by one 
provider and MOVA. 
 
Current Progress. The Mayor’s office announced in April that fewer than 1,000 
homeless veterans remained in NYC shelters, a reduction of 40% from the number of 
homeless veterans reported last year, and that there are fewer than 20 street homeless 
veterans living on the streets and an additional 30 that are chronically homeless but 
sheltered.30 Mayor de Blasio has stated that his administration will end veteran 
homelessness by the end of 2015.31  The goal has been stated as “functional zero.”  
 
Questions and Challenges. While advocates celebrate the vital resourcing and hard 
work that has resulted in many successes, they continue to point out gaps and areas for 
continued improvement, and question some of the data defining current successes. 
These questions and challenges include: 

 Complex Individual Cases. Robust, targeted federal programs have succeeded 
in moving a large number of homeless individuals into housing because they met 
eligibility requirements and had situations that aligned with the design of these 
programs. Now that these programs have had several years to succeed, many 
individuals in the system remain chronically homeless, in shelters, or in housing 
that is not yet permanent because their situations are not as straightforward in 
comparison. These individuals have more complex cases, in that they may not 
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meet eligibility requirements, or they may have complicated medical and/or legal 
issues, and their cases require individualized attention and support over a longer 
span of time to eventually transition into permanent housing. Additionally, 
veterans who are ineligible for federal programs due to discharge status, legal 
issues, or behavioral health issues that create shelter concerns can be left 
trapped in three-quarter houses. Three-quarter houses in NYC have recently 
received attention for misuse of government funding and unsafe and unsanitary 
conditions.32 

 Limited Housing Available to HUD-VASH Recipients in NYC. The HUD-VASH 
program requires that apartments pass an inspection prior to a voucher recipient 
moving in,33 to ensure the safety and security of individuals.  Unfortunately, there 
is a disparity between available “affordable” apartments and what the voucher 
pays for. Some landlords may also deny HUD-VASH recipients a lease due to 
bad credit ratings, mental health issues, or other concerns stemming from their 
past histories. As of the release of this report, rent increase regulations have 
expired,34 which may further threaten the limited amount of affordable housing 
available within NYC for HUD-VASH recipients.  

 “Functional Zero.” The goal of the federal initiative to end veteran 
homelessness is to reach “functional zero,” which the CCoC Veterans Task 
Force has defined as 300 or fewer veterans in shelters, and zero street homeless 
in NYC. Maintaining “functional zero” into the future will require continued 
funding, even as federal funding will eventually recede. This is especially critical 
as the large macro efforts will have a diminishing effect on the veterans who 
need the greatest interventions. 

 Veterans Not Counted in Annual Point-in-Time Count. Advocates have 
pointed out errors that occur with annual point-in-time counts that attempt to 
survey the number of unsheltered individuals out in public on one night each 
January. Errors in particular occur in counting homeless families.35  

 Count of NYC Street Homeless. Advocates who work with unsheltered 
veterans have expressed surprise at hearing that NYC has identified fewer than 
20 street homeless individuals within the five boroughs. Some have observed 
that in particular, younger veterans are avoiding identification as unsheltered 
even when they meet the criteria (see below). Other individuals who have served 
in the military and received discharges that were not honorable may not be 
aware that NYC agencies will track them as veterans and provide assistance. 

 Finding and Serving Younger Unsheltered Veterans. Many in the youngest 
generation are confronting systems of poverty for the first time and feel alienated 
by shelters that may expose them to drug use, recreate situations similar to those 
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in which military sexual trauma occurs, or overwhelmingly aggravate symptoms 
of Post-Traumatic Stress. These veterans are adept at surviving in the short term 
with few resources and are not detected by routine homelessness counts. 
Despite being highly capable individuals, some of these veterans are extremely 
vulnerable, living on the edge of spiraling further into poverty and illness. Bringing 
these men and women into programs that adapt to their needs requires creative 
efforts and additional funding, but that cost pales in comparison to what will be 
needed if they become chronically homeless. 

 Conditions in Veteran-Only Shelters. Veterans have reported that living 
conditions in veteran-only shelters have been problematic and that female 
veterans in particular have been vulnerable to attacks. Homeless shelters are 
subject to frequent inspection, and many dedicated individuals work to create 
safe spaces that meet the basic needs of individuals who require shelter and 
assistance with transitioning toward permanent housing. Yet this system is not 
free of problems and more can and must be done to fully ensure safe and 
sanitary living conditions, and that the basic needs of sheltered individuals are 
being met. 

 Inadequate Family Housing. Advocates and homeless veterans have reported 
that adequate transitional housing for veterans with dependent children is not 
currently available. This disproportionately affects homeless women veterans, 
and the current statistic nationwide is that women veterans are twice as likely as 
their civilian counterparts to be homeless.36 

 No Shelter Options for Service Animals. Some veterans may be prescribed 
the assistance of trained service animals, such as guide dogs, hearing dogs, or 
other service dogs trained in specific tasks related to a service-connected 
disability.37 No shelter options in NYC are currently available, however, for 
veterans with service animals, even if prescribed by a VA health provider.  

 Quality Disparities Between SSVF Providers in NYC. Some veterans have 
reported that they have engaged various SSVF’s and been offered different 
monetary amounts based on unknown criteria. Veterans and advocates have 
also noted that quality disparities in the services provided by some of the NYC-
area SSVF providers are not being addressed, and providers are not being held 
accountable for low-quality services or misstated numbers of those being served. 

 
Respondent Comments. Comments on veteran homelessness include: 
 

 Helping homeless veterans is a priority. 

 Veteran homelessness definition and services need improvement. 

 Please focus on homeless veterans, their families, and career opportunities and 
mental health treatment for our veterans. 
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 For the past several decades our homeless veterans (myself included) have 
been forced to go to Bellevue Hospital, and Bedford Atlantic Men's Shelter for 
processing. This is beyond abominable. What is immediately needed is a 24-hour 
green house, fully-secured veteran only facility to handle this matter and funding 
for more veteran-only SRO's and apartments. 

 Do much more to get homeless vets into housing. I have seen too many vets on 
the streets who suffer from alcoholism, mental problems and PTSD. I have 
personally seen many refuse services in order to maintain the sad routine of 
drunkenness in preference to enforced policies in shelters. This is a very 
complicated problem as many of these vets may have a less than honorable 
discharge and hold grievous resentment towards any governmental or relief 
society. What can we do to help these vets who fall through the cracks and 
remain homeless and bitter and beyond the reach of regular aid channels? 

Recommendations. A large number of previously homeless veterans have 
successfully been placed into transitional and permanent housing with appropriate 
supportive services to help them achieve further progress. This is success worth 
celebrating. Yet there still remain complex and conflicting eligibility requirements that 
frustrate these individuals, as well as service providers within the system, and hinder 
many steps that would otherwise be recognized as forward progress. Too many 
veterans struggling with homelessness also do not make it into these systems to be 
counted and to receive help. We therefore make the following recommendations: 

1. The CCoC Task Force on Veteran Homelessness—or a city-led equivalent, if the 
CCoC is dissolved in the future—must serve well beyond the end of 2015 to 
coordinate the efforts of all organizations working in NYC to end veteran 
homelessness. The Task Force should also make recommendations for future 
city funding needed to sustain “functional zero” over the next decade. NYC 
government cannot allow the progress reached thus far to be undone by lack of 
attention, coordination, and funding beyond 2015. 

2. The CCoC Veterans Task Force should include at least one advocate from the 
NYC veterans community, beyond the providers and MOVA, on its Executive 
Committee to represent community viewpoints and engage with city officials and 
agency leadership on decisions and strategies. 

3. City government, advocates, and the Veterans Task Force should continue 
regular case consultation meetings to ensure chronically homeless veterans are 
moved into shelters, and that each veteran within the system, even those with 
complex cases, receive the full individualized attention needed to create a unique 
pathway to permanent housing for each veteran. These case consultations must 
include veterans who are not eligible for federal programs. 

4. City government, advocates, and the Veterans Task Force should continue to 
refine and streamline the system that moves veterans seamlessly from the 
streets to a shelter to transitional housing to permanent housing.  

5. City government, advocates, and the Veterans Task Force should find ways to 
address the following: providing more options for family housing; resolving quality 
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issues and disparities in services offered by SSVF providers; and ensuring safety 
and adequate conditions in NYC-DHS shelters. 

6. City government, advocates, and the Veterans Task Force should address ways 
to provide shelter options for veterans with prescribed service animals. A veteran 
should not have to choose between keeping a service animal or going into a 
shelter.  
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Increasing NYC’s Budget for Veterans 

Last year, the city allocated funding for the Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs (MOVA) 
and City Council discretionary funds, in the form of contracts with organizations serving 
veterans, with a total of just over $700,00038 in NYC tax dollars allocated for veterans 
affairs and services in Fiscal Year 2015. This initiative ranked fourth in receiving the 
strongest support of the sixteen listed in the survey. A total of 91.0% of respondents 
indicated that they view this as either essential or very important. 

 
 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2015. In FY 2015, the following offices and agencies were allocated 
funding specifically related to veterans affairs:  

Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs (MOVA): The total budget for MOVA was 
$614,274, with $311,78039 being funded by a New York State grant for a 
dedicated NYC (county) veterans affairs agency. A total of $592,274 went toward 
salaries and benefits for the Commissioner and five full-time staff members.40 
Another $18,822 went to “fixed miscellaneous charges” listed as “payments to 
military and other.”41 The remaining $3,178 went toward supplies, materials, data 
processing supplies, books, office services, and travel reimbursements.  

NYC Small Business Services: $200,000 was allocated for a veterans 
procurement study ordered in 2013 by the City Council to determine whether 
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veteran-owned businesses should be a competitive category for city contracts.42 
This study surveyed a small sample of veteran-owned businesses, contained 
problematic statistics, and concluded that veteran-owned businesses should not 
be placed in a competitive category for NYC contracts.43 

Discretionary Funds to Organizations Serving Veterans. The City Council 
provided $400,000 in discretionary funds to five organizations providing services 
for veterans.44  

Federal Funding for Veteran Homelessness Efforts. $3,447,00045 in federal 
grant funding for veteran homelessness providers was listed as a revenue source 
for NYC government. It is unclear how this full amount is being utilized 
exclusively toward veteran homelessness efforts. 

 
It should also be noted that the FY 2015 budget shows three veterans benefits 
counselors listed under “Veterans Outreach Program” at a proposed cost of $162,000 
were cut from the final budget.46 A staff position listed under NYC-DHS for “Adult 
Families and Veterans Services” at a proposed cost of $93,033 was also cut from the 
final budget.47  
 
How Much Per Veteran? City agencies provide services to veterans that are not 
named specifically in the budget, although no cost breakdown of citywide veterans 
programs has been made public. It is, however, accurate to state that the de Blasio 
administration allocated $302,494 in city tax-levy (CTL) funds in FY 2015 for the 
administration of veterans affairs, which amounts to about $1.30 per veteran. The City 
Council allocated $400,000 in FY 2015. Taken together, NYC government has allocated 
about $3 per veteran annually.  
 
$150 Million? Commissioner Sutton stated in a June 2015 City Council testimony that 
NYC government spends a total of $150 million annually on veterans services “across 
more than a dozen agencies for programs and services that benefit veterans and their 
families,” $57 million of which is for “veteran-targeted housing programs through 
NYCHA, HPD, and DHS” and $1 million of which is spent by SBS on “workforce 
employment mentoring to entrepreneurial networking.” It appears that this $57 million 
refers to HUD-VASH vouchers that are funded by federal dollars and not city tax-levy 
(CTL) funds; no other housing program for veterans aside from HUD-VASH is known to 
have significant costs such as this.48 More information on SBS services for veterans is 
detailed on pages 58-61 of this report. No further public release has been made of 
detailed policy initiatives, budgets, work groups, or other specifics related to 
Commissioner Sutton’s statement. 
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2016 Budget Announcement. On June 22, 2015, Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Mark-
Viverito announced that $1.5 million in additional funding will be allocated for new 
staffing and resources for ending veteran homelessness, as well as $335,000 in new 
funding for a team of Veterans Service Officers to be made available across the five 
boroughs.49 At the time of the release of this report, no detailed FY 2016 budget 
documents were available for review—and it remains to be seen whether the $1.5 
million for veteran homelessness is allocated from federal or city tax-levy (CTL) funds. It 
must also be noted that this announcement comes after persistent pressure between 
April and June of 2015 by the NYC Veterans Alliance, Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of 
America, and other outspoken advocates to increase city funding for veterans affairs 
and to restore the three veterans benefits counselors slashed from the FY 2015 budget 
(see above). This announcement represents a step forward, but the entirety of this 
report should make clear that far more resources and coordination of existing resources 
are needed for NYC government to catch up to the per-capita funding level for veterans 
that other cities are currently providing.  
 
Local-Level Funding for Veterans Affairs. Other large cities in the U.S. provide a 
greater amount of local-level funding for veterans affairs and services per capita than 
NYC:  

 The City of Boston allocated $5.5 million50 last year for its Veteran Services 
Office, which serves an estimated 120,000 veterans residing in the city51—
slightly more than half of NYC’s veterans population. Approximately $3 million of 
this funding was provided by the State of Massachusetts.52 This funding goes 
toward lobbying for improved local and state policies and resources for veterans 
and their families, in addition to maintaining veterans memorials and museums 
within the city.53 Counting only city tax dollars, the City of Boston allocates 
approximately $21 per veteran annually—around $18 more per veteran than 
NYC. 

 The City of Yonkers allocated $427,530 this year for its Department of Veterans 
Services,54 $12,500 of which was funded by NY State.55 The Department of 
Veterans Services has five staff members56 who serve an estimated 7,500 
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veterans residing in the city.57 The Department offers robust services connecting 
veterans with resources and benefits.58 Counting only city tax dollars, the City of 
Yonkers allocates approximately $55 per veteran annually—around $52 more 
per veteran than NYC. 

 The City of Chicago announced last September that it has added $800,00059 in 
city tax dollars toward veteran housing and homelessness initiatives in addition to 
the federal dollars it receives, plus it is to donating four acres of land for new 
veteran housing facilities. Chicago has a veteran population of approximately 
92,000.60 To date, it does not appear that NYC government has allocated any 
city tax-levy (CTL) dollars in addition to the federal funding it receives for veteran 
homelessness programs. 

 San Diego County offers robust services and benefits for its population of 

approximately 244,000 veterans through a Veterans Services Office that 

operates on an annual budget of $1.1 million.61 The Veterans Services Office 

provides comprehensive benefits counseling, claims preparation and submission, 

follow-up, help with appeals, and networking and advocacy with federal, state, 

and local agencies—in addition to other services it provides to veterans.62 No 

revenue from state sources for veterans services was noted in county budget 

documents. If this full amount is funded by county tax dollars, this represents 

approximately $4.50 per veteran annually—around $1.50 per veteran more than 

NYC. 
 
Recommendations. MOVA has an important coordinating role with city agencies that 
serve veterans, but it is extremely limited in the amount of funding and direct 
programming it manages—particularly in comparison with other cities that provide local-
level funding for veterans services. We therefore make the following recommendations: 
 

1. NYC should prioritize city tax-levy (CTL) funds for both oversight of veterans 
affairs in NYC and direct services for veterans at significantly higher per-capita 
funding levels for veterans.   

2. More adequate funding for veterans affairs and services should enable the 
implementation of the recommendations made on pages 51-57 and elsewhere in 
this report. 

3. It appears the recent claim that the city spends $150 million is misleading in its 
inclusion of federal funds that do not pass through the hands of NYC government 
agencies or employees. More clarification of this amount is needed, and an 
organization such as the NYC-based Citizens Budget Commission should be 
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asked to review the details behind this amount and to develop recommendations 
for reducing redundancy and empowering improved oversight of programs 
related to veterans and family members.  
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Coordinating with VA Healthcare 

Many NYC veterans are satisfied with the quality of healthcare they receive from VA 
medical facilities, while others report difficulties with VA healthcare, as noted on page 9 
of this report. The results of this survey are consistent with the national veterans 
population, of which less than half of eligible veterans  are enrolled in the VA healthcare 
system and approximately one quarter of eligible veterans actively seek health care 
from the VA.63 This initiative ranked fifth in receiving the strongest support of the sixteen 
listed in the survey. A total of 88.95% of respondents indicated that they view this as 
either essential or very important. 
 

 
 
VA Medical Centers. There are four VA medical centers (VAMCs) that serve eligible 
veterans located in Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, and Manhattan, plus five other medical 
centers serving the New York Metropolitan area: Northport (Suffolk County), Montrose 
(Westchester County), Wappingers Falls (Dutchess County), East Orange (Essex 
County, NJ), and Lyons (Somerset County, NJ). There are also VA outpatient-only 
clinics located in Harlem, Downtown Brooklyn, Bay Shore, Sunnyside, and Staten 
Island.  
 
Current Issues at NYC VAMCs. The Manhattan VAMC suffered storm damage in 2012 
and experienced closures,64 construction,65 and renovations that remain ongoing. The 
Brooklyn VAMC, as of the release of this report, faces the closure of a significant 
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 https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43579.pdf  
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 http://www.wnyc.org/story/293878-service-restored-after-sandy-manhattan-va-looks-ahead-future-
floods/  
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 http://town-village.com/2015/02/03/va-medical-center-building-flood-wall/  
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number of inpatient beds.66 The Bronx VAMC, as of the release of this report, is under 
investigation for financial fraud.67 Overall, wait times for appointments and patient 
satisfaction in NYC VA healthcare facilities have been better than what is reported 
nationally.68 It was reported in late June, however, that the VA is currently facing a $3 
billion shortfall in its national budget, which will result in a contraction of services, to 
include closures and expected increases in wait times that will occur at the local level.69 
 
VA Vet Centers. There are Vet Centers providing stand-alone mental health resources 
for qualifying combat veterans located in Brooklyn, Bronx, Harlem, lower Manhattan, 
Queens, and Staten Island.  
 
Disability Claims. As of May 25, 2015, there are 5,795 Disability Compensation claims 
pending in the Veterans Benefits Administration’s New York Regional Office. Over 45 
percent of these claims are backlogged, meaning they have been pending for over 125 
days. The current average wait for an original claim to be completed in the New York 
office is 214 days.70 These figures do not include veterans waiting on appeals or other 
types of benefits claims, such as the needs-based VA Pension or GI Bill benefits.  
 
Ambulance Service. Ambulances in NYC are required to take patients to the nearest 
emergency rooms, but for veteran patients for whom the VA is their only health care 
provider, the emergency situation may not meet the regulatory requirements for VA 
reimbursement of emergency treatment at a non-VA facility.  
  
Referrals to Non-VA Service Providers.  Due to extensive wait times and lack of 
access to care on a national scale for rural veterans, Congress enacted legislation in 
2014 that allows veterans to seek care at private healthcare facilities if they live 40 miles 
away from a VA facility and/or must wait for over 30 days for an appointment.71 This 
does not apply, however, to difficulties with transportation, parking, and other access 
issues experienced by veterans traveling to NYC-area VA healthcare facilities unless 
they live more than 40 miles away. 
  
Respondent Comments. Comments from respondents about local coordination with 
VA healthcare include: 

 Make sure that all VA Centers and Clinics are well staffed 

 Was denied service to the VA by a NYC ambulance on 2/28/15. 

 NYC needs to support the VA, not create more bureaucracy. 
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 http://www.silive.com/news/index.ssf/2015/06/brooklyn_va_hospital_cutting_2.html  
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 http://www.longisland.com/news/06-15-15/va-investigate-bronx-va-facility-improper-spending.html  
68

 http://www.amny.com/opinion/editorial/welcome-news-for-nyc-s-military-veterans-1.10315325  
69

 http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/21/us/wait-lists-grow-as-many-more-veterans-seek-care-and-funding-
falls-far-short.html  
70

 All data provided by the Department of Veterans Affairs weekly reports, available at: 
http://benefits.va.gov/REPORTS/detailed_claims_data.asp. As of the release of this report, the May 25, 
2015 report was the most recent provided by the VA.  
71

 http://www.va.gov/opa/choiceact/  
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 Speeding up a claim 

 I'd like to see someone negotiate with the VA hospitals in the NY System to have 
them openly reviewed by an outside agency. I believe that in order to begin to fix 
things we have to admit that there is something wrong and know what those 
things are. 

 The lack of appointments and the long wait time forces some veterans to give up 
on the system entirely. 

 I live across the street from VA. BUT DON’T QUALIFY FOR SERVICES. But my 
dialysis care is taken care of by Medicare. But they (the dialysis unit) don't 
understand our plight nor care and we served to protect them.  

 Follow up to see how the service organizations are processing our claims.  

 Someone has to stay on top of the VA for veterans who live in all Boroughs. 

 “PTSD has been the most commonly diagnosed mental health disorder for 
veterans returning from combat. Epidemiological studies of OEF/OIF veterans 
treated in the VA health care system have found that 14 to 22 percent of 
returning veterans were diagnosed with PTSD (Seal et al. 2009; Tanelian and 
Jaycox 2008), making it the signature psychological wound of these two wars 
(DOD 2007). People are diagnosed with PTSD after exposure to a trauma if they 
experience a strong emotional response to the event that is followed by 
persistent difficulty in three key areas, including reexperiencing (e.g., nightmares, 
flashbacks), arousal (e.g., startle response, sleep disturbance), and avoidance 
(e.g., withdrawal from people, places, and other reminders of the trauma). These 
disruptions often lead to an impaired ability to function in social, educational, and 
work environments, making PTSD a very debilitating condition. More recently, 
research has found that PTSD and related disorders, such as depression, can 
develop in military personnel not only as a result of combat exposure but also as 
a result of childhood traumas, military sexual trauma (MST), mortuary affairs 
duty, and training accidents (Foa et. al. 2009). In response to this need, the VA 
Healthcare System has taken extensive measures to address the issue of co-
occurring substance use disorders and PTSD. For example, funding has been 
provided to establish substance use disorder–PTSD specialists who augment 
specialized PTSD treatment programs. The role of these specialists is to facilitate 
the assessment and diagnosis of these disorders in returning veterans and serve 
as a primary provider of mental health services for veterans with these comorbid 
conditions. Of note, a VA consensus panel (Department of Veterans Affairs 
2009) recommended that specialists in these positions provide first-line 
evidence-based treatments such as Seeking Safety (Najavits 2002) or 
motivational interviewing (Miller and Rollnick 2002). The panel also 
recommended that substance use disorder treatment programs should continue 
to use empirically supported treatments focused on treating the substance use 
disorder. Likewise, the panel recommended that PTSD treatment programs 
should continue to provide evidence-based treatments targeting PTSD. Finally, 
the panel concluded that the superiority of any one given treatment approach 
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above another is not supported by the literature to date and that no “gold 
standard” treatment exists at this time. This serves as a reminder that ample 
opportunities exist within the VA and military settings to further study these 
existing treatments and to develop alternative approaches to treating these 
comorbid conditions.” This is essential! Where are these specialists and 
programs in NYC? Where did the money that was allocated for this purpose go? 
This should be a number one policy priority. 

 
Recommendations. MOVA currently liaises with local and national VA representatives, 
although the jurisdictional relationship between city and federal government does not 
permit a formal “watchdog” role that formally addresses issues related to services in 
NYC. City officials can, however, strengthen NYC government’s dialogue with VA 
officials to represent the interests of the veterans community and prompt them to 
address quality of delivery of services, facility access or closures, backlog of disability 
claims, or other issues of concern to NYC veterans.  We therefore make the following 
recommendations: 

1. MOVA must represent the interests of NYC’s veterans to VA representatives 
both locally and in Washington, D.C., when it comes to reduced access to 
services, facility closures, quality of care problems, increased wait times for 
appointments, backlog of disability claims, or other areas that can be detrimental 
to the health and well-being of NYC veterans. This should include soliciting 
community input, studying problems and concerns, proposing solutions to VA 
representatives, and following up with the community to show progress and 
actions on the issues raised.  

2. MOVA should have VA-certified veterans benefits counselors on staff who can 
assist veterans with problems they may have with accessing VA healthcare 
services for which they are eligible.72 

3. City government should formally request that VA representatives attend City 
Council hearings and other government meetings that discuss the quality and 
delivery of VA healthcare services.  

4. MOVA, in coordination with the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 
(DOHMH), should keep a resource guide—a detailed, up-to-date list of the 
physical, mental, and behavioral health programs and services that specialize in 
veterans’ care across the city. Veterans who cannot or do not want to use VA 
services should be able to turn to MOVA as the connection hub for appropriate 
health resources.  
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 See pages 62-65 of this report for information about the roles of veterans benefits counselors. 
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Integrating Aging Veterans into NYC Services 

Aging New Yorkers are eligible for numerous NYC services, although in most cases 
aging NYC veterans are not tracked or treated differently because of their military 
service, even if they have specific needs and conditions as a result of their service. A 
total of 88.52% of respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very 
important. 

 
 
Aging NYC Veterans Population. According to U.S. census data, approximately 67% 
of NYC veterans served during eras spanning World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. An 
additional 15% of NYC veterans served during the Cold War period between the 
Vietnam War and 1990.73 This means that at least 82% of NYC veterans left the service 
more than 25 years ago, and can be assumed to be nearing or over the age of 50.  
 
Unique Needs of Aging Veterans. Aging combat veterans often experience the effects 
of Post-Traumatic Stress throughout their lives, or even onset of PTSD symptoms later 
in life.74 Veterans of earlier conflicts also experienced exposure to Agent Orange75 and 
other exposures to chemicals, radiation, warfare agents, and other military-related 
hazards and conditions affecting health over a lifespan.76  A study last year documented 
the effects of PTSD on Vietnam veterans over the course of their lives, revealing that a 
significant number of these aging veterans experience lifelong symptoms, and that the 
mortality rate of Vietnam veterans with PTSD by retirement age is twice that of their 
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 See Data Table below. 
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 http://www.ptsd.va.gov/PTSD/professional/newsletters/research-quarterly/v20n3.pdf  
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 http://www.publichealth.va.gov/exposures/agentorange/  
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 http://www.publichealth.va.gov/  
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civilian counterparts.77 These are situations of special concern beyond the more 
generalized—although still complex and costly—needs of aging persons. In addition, 
many veterans who have not sought out healthcare or benefits now find themselves 
needing these services and are looking for assistance for the first time, despite having 
served decades ago. It is also worth noting that 1 in 5 homeless veterans are over age 
60,78 and more than half of the population of homeless veterans and those seeking 
SSVF services are over the age of 50.79 
 
Data Table Showing NYC Veteran Demographics from 2012 American Community Survey

80
 

 
VA Services for Aging Veterans. An array of programs are available to veterans 
enrolled in VA health care, to include aid and attendance, geriatric services, long-term 
care, home based and community services, and caregiver services.81 Eligibility 
requirements take financial need into account82 and are geared toward assisting those 
most in need. Financial documentation requirements are extensive and the application 
process for these programs can be arduous, especially for aging veterans with limited 
capabilities. 
 
NY State Services for Aging Veterans. New York State operates full-service, 
residential veterans nursing homes for eligible veterans and their dependents.

83
 One of 

these facilities is located within NYC. 
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 http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/08/us/combat-stress-found-to-persist-since-vietnam.html  
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 Page 6, http://www.va.gov/homeless/docs/nationalsurveyofhomelessveterans_final.pdf  
79

 http://www.endveteranhomelessness.org/models/supportive-services-veteran-families-ssvf  
80

 
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_12_5YR_B21002&
prodType=table  
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 http://www.benefits.va.gov/persona/veteran-elderly.asp  
82

 http://longtermcare.gov/medicare-medicaid-more/veterans-affairs-benefits/  
83

 http://www.veterans.ny.gov/content/new-york-state-veterans%E2%80%99-nursing-homes  
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Needs of NYC’s Aging Veterans. VA and NY State services for aging veterans meet 
many needs, but additional and/or tailored programs are necessary to match the needs 
of aging veterans in NYC who wish to remain in their rented or owned homes and 
apartments for as long as possible and maintain a satisfactory quality of life as a NYC 
resident. These needs will only increase as a large population of veterans continues to 
age over the next decade and beyond. For example: 

 Aging veterans in need of home health aid who do not meet eligibility 
requirements for VA programs must resort to paying out of pocket, even for 
service-connected disabilities and conditions. Veterans report that VA Aid and 
Attendance requires extensive documentation and is difficult to attain, and that 
VA Caregiver Respite is currently targeted at post-9/11 veterans and that funding 
for this program is also receding. 

 Aging veterans who have limited internet access, limited mobility, or limited 
understanding of existing VA programs, need assistance in applying for benefits 
and services they may be eligible for as they age and their needs increase. 
These benefits and services may include VA life insurance and end of life 
benefits. 

 Eligibility for rental assistance or other housing assistance in NYC often factors in 
Social Security and VA disability payments as income, which can exclude 
disabled veterans from eligibility for these programs—even as these veterans are 
paying out of pocket for ancillary care and services they need as a result of their 
disability, but are not covered by VA programs. Current programs to freeze rent 
increases are available for elderly and disabled individuals,84 but they take into 
account VA service-connected disability compensation as monthly income, which 
can have the inadvertent effect of making these individuals ineligible for these 
vital protections. 

 Aging veterans have concerns about maintaining access to the standard of living 
they’ve been accustomed to in NYC, such as living in their neighborhoods, using 
public transportation, visiting their American Legion posts and VFW halls, and 
other quality of life issues that may alternate between being veteran-specific or 
more general in nature. NYC services for the aging and disabled do not currently 
have veterans liaisons or programs directed toward addressing these issues for 
veterans. The NYC Department for the Aging (DFTA) currently directs all 
veteran-related queries to MOVA.85 

 
Services for Aging Veterans in Other Cities. Areas with large concentrations of aging 
veterans, such as Broward County, Florida, and San Francisco, California,86 have 
dedicated programs and trained staff members providing services that assist aging 
veterans in need and help to bridge gaps between existing policy and needs specific to 
their locality.87 
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 http://www1.nyc.gov/site/rentfreeze/index.page  
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 http://www.nyc.gov/html/dfta/html/benefits/resources.shtml  
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 http://www.sfhsa.org/134.htm  
87

 http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/ElderlyAndVeterans/Veterans/Pages/SuccessStories.aspx  
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Exclusion of Pre-9/11 Veterans by Nonprofit and VA Services. Several nonprofits 
providing otherwise excellent services to veterans were founded to provide services 
only to veterans who served after 2001. Several specific VA programs also target only 
post-9/11 veterans. Veterans who served in combat and conflict areas in Vietnam and 
prior, in Panama, Somalia, the Gulf War, Bosnia, and elsewhere prior to 2001 do not 
benefit from these programs, although many of these veterans remain in need of such 
assistance. Over time, the gap in assistance available to pre-9/11 veterans may be 
exacerbated further as they age. More information is needed on this subject, but this 
must be taken into consideration. 
 
Respondent Comments. Respondents offered the following comments related to the 
needs of aging veterans: 

 Adding housing for Senior Veterans on limited to low income should be included 
on any proposal. 

 The fees the life insurance companies want for continued coverage is ridiculous. 
We need help... not bankruptcy!!  

 
Recommendations. Aging veterans are the large majority of NYC’s veterans, and 
NYC’s unique urban environment presents needs and challenges that in too many 
cases go unmet by existing VA and NY State benefits and services. NYC provides an 
array of services for its aging population, but these services have no programmatic 
integration of veteran-specific resources and solutions. These needs will also only 
increase in the near future. We therefore offer the following recommendations: 

1. A rent increase exemption should be created for disabled aging veterans, similar 
to existing rent-freeze programs for the elderly and disabled, which does not 
factor in VA service-connected compensation as income. 

2. At least one veterans liaison at DFTA should be designated for outreach to aging 
veterans to begin addressing the immediate needs of aging veterans in need of 
assistance with applying for VA and NY state benefits and services for aging 
veterans.  

3. MOVA and DFTA should conduct a study of the gaps between existing 
government programs and the needs of aging NYC veterans who wish to remain 
in their apartments/homes and neighborhoods and continue their quality of living 
for as long as possible. The study should include solutions that would provide a 
coordinated approach by NYC agencies to accommodate the needs of aging 
veterans. 

4. NYC government should encourage nonprofits serving only post-9/11 veterans to 
include pre-9/11 veterans in services relevant to them. If funding is at issue, NYC 
government should consider offering funding to enable these nonprofits to offer 
relevant services to pre-9/11 veterans. This would likely be the lowest cost of 
delivery of needed services for pre-9/11 veterans as these nonprofits have 
existing staff and infrastructure to deliver services.   
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Reforming the Veterans Advisory Board 

In February 2015, following the start of this survey, the City Council passed legislation 
to reform the Veterans Advisory Board (VAB) by expanding the number of appointees, 
providing clearer guidance on the role of VAB members, and mandating greater 
transparency in the meetings and activities of the VAB. Shortly thereafter, the bills were 
signed as Local Laws 24 and 25,88 and new members of the VAB were appointed by 
both the Mayor and the Speaker of the City Council.89 Strong support by survey 
respondents for this initiative was noted at the time the bill was under consideration. A 
total of 80.68% of respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very 
important. 

 
 
Testimony on VAB Reform. At the City Council hearing on reforming the VAB in 
February 2015, the NYC Veterans Alliance testified in favor of reforming the VAB, citing 
the strong support indicated by survey respondents at that point in time.90 Our 
recommendations for reform included:  

 The VAB should hold meetings in all five boroughs and community attendance 
should be maximized. 

 VAB appointees should abide by the terms of their appointments and be actively 
involved in the community. 
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 http://www.nyc.gov/html/vets/html/advisory_board/charter.shtml  
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 http://www.capitalnewyork.com/article/city-hall/2015/04/8565789/de-blasio-defends-appointees-
veterans-board  
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 http://nycveteransalliance.org/2015/02/11/your-survey-your-voice-with-city-council/  
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 VAB appointees should represent diversity in conflict areas and eras, branch of 
service, officer and enlisted experience, and diverse areas of engagement in the 
NYC veterans community.  

 The VAB should make public an annual report of recommendations made to 
MOVA, to include issues raised, community input, and expenditure of any funds.  

 
Most of these recommendations were included in the final legislation, which was signed 
into law in late February 2015.91 This testimony and the reforms becoming law 
represents significant progress for the Veterans Advisory Board. At a press conference 
in March with the Speaker of the NYC Council, the NYC Veterans Alliance touted this 
reform as a great start for NYC veterans under the de Blasio administration.92  
 
Current VAB. The VAB now consists of eleven members, two of whom are women.93 
Members are involved in the following organizations: Vietnam Veterans of America, 
Jewish War Veterans, Goldman Sachs Veterans Network, Wounded Warrior Project, JP 
Morgan Chase Office of Veterans and Military Affairs, American Legion, NYC Veterans 
Alliance, Catholic War Veterans, and others. Members also have experience working at 
the following agencies: CUNY, Staten Island Vet Center, NYPD, and the Civilian 
Complaint Review Board.  
 
Other Veterans Advisory Bodies in NYC. In previous years, a Women Veterans 
Advisory Board held meetings to advise MOVA on the needs of women veterans, 
although this board is not recognized as an official city board.  Other Advisory bodies in 
the boroughs include the Bronx Borough President’s Veteran Advisory Council, the 
Staten Island Borough President’s Veterans Advisory Council and Youth Veteran 
Advisory Council. The Queens Borough President’s Office has a Veterans Affairs 
Liaison. 
 
Respondent Comments. Comments from respondents on the topic of the VAB and 
other veterans advisory bodies included:   

 Mandate a position on future Veterans Advisory Boards be reserved for a 
Women Veteran with the Official role as Women Veteran Advocate. Whose role 
would be to convene Women Veteran committees to ensure the unique needs of 
Women Veterans are at the table for discussion. 

 Make members of each Borough President equal to gov't employees by giving 
them NYC/ Boro ID cards to enter Official Personnel entrances vice standing on 
long lines for short meetings. Other counties do this. A matter of PRIDE in 
working for the Boro Pres./ NYC Vet Advisory Councils. 

 
Recommendations. Recent reform legislation greatly improved the VAB by updating its 
composition and improving transparency and accountability. New VAB members have 
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been appointed, with most starting on three-year terms. This is progress, but the work is 
not yet finished. We therefore make the following recommendations as the VAB moves 
forward with a new era of meetings and advising MOVA: 
 

1. MOVA must look to the VAB as a true advisor and partner, and the VAB’s 
recommendations should be implemented as policy and/or direct action 
whenever possible. 

2. VAB members should ensure coordination and input from veterans affairs bodies 
and liaisons at borough president offices. 

3. City resources should be made available to VAB members for conducting VAB 
business. City government identification cards are needed to present to members 
of the public asking for VAB appointment credentials. City email addresses are 
needed for professional VAB communications. Unpaid interns at city agencies 
are granted IDs and email addresses, but city IDs and email addresses are not 
currently available for VAB members who are serving three-year appointments 
and have passed full background screenings. 

4. Public input at meetings should be recorded and addressed by the VAB, and city 
resources should be used to support professional transcription of all public 
statements made at VAB meetings to be kept as public record. 

5. VAB members should ensure special consideration is given to issues affecting 
minority and less-served demographics within the NYC veterans community, 
such as: spouses, partners, and family members; the unique needs of women 
veterans; the needs of non-citizen veterans; the needs of aging veterans; and the 
needs of veterans discharged with “bad paper.”94  

6. VAB composition and meeting locations should take into consideration the 
veteran population density of each borough and areas within the borough in 
order to maximize representation and participation of NYC veterans. 

 
  

                                                             
94 See pages 71-75 of this report for information about “bad paper” discharges. 
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Tracking and Reporting Veterans Receiving NYC Services 

In February 2015, following the start of this survey, the City Council passed legislation 
to mandate the tracking and reporting of veterans served by NYC agencies. Shortly 
thereafter, the bill was signed as Local Law 23. Strong support by survey respondents 
for this initiative was noted at the time the bill was under consideration. A total of 
87.47% of respondents indicated this initiative was either essential or very important to 
them.  

 
 
Testimony on Tracking and Reporting of Veterans Receiving NYC Services. At the 
February 2015 City Council hearing on mandating certain NYC agencies to track and 
report annually the number of veterans served, the NYC Veterans Alliance testified in 
favor of the bill, citing the strong support indicated by survey respondents at that point in 
time.95 Our recommendations included:  

 The tracking and reporting requirement should apply to ALL city agencies, to 
include DOHMH and HHC. 

 The definition of “veteran” for these purposes should be changed to “any 
individual who served in the military, regardless of discharge status” in order to 
first assume an individual is a veteran, then determine eligibility for veterans 
services and benefits thereafter.  

 
Passage of Local Law 23. These recommendations were not included in the final 
legislation, which was signed into law in late February 2015.96 The agencies included in 
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the tracking legislation are: NYC Housing Authority (NYCHA); NYC Department of 
Housing Preservation and Development (HPD); NYC Department of Consumer Affairs 
(DCA); NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH); and the NYC 
Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS). These agencies will effectively 
track veterans involved in: Mitchell Lama housing applications, vending licenses, HUD-
VASH vouchers, city procurement, and city employees. Veterans who rely on the safety 
net of the NYC Human Resources Administration (HRA) are not included, thereby 
omitting important information on how often veterans in crisis need “one-shot” deals 
(rental, storage, or utilities arrears assistance), or public assistance such as emergency 
cash, food stamps, and other vital services. Further, the legislation does not track some 
of the most vulnerable veterans—namely, those who must rely on HRA because they 
are not eligible for VA benefits due to “bad paper” discharge status. Passage of this law 
represents progress, albeit imperfect progress. 
 
NYC Services Provided to Veterans. NYC agencies provide critical services to 
veterans, including: support for veterans employed by NYC agencies; job placement for 
veterans within the civilian workforce; outreach and support for homeless veterans; 
medical and mental health services at HHC medical facilities and DOHMH outpatient 
clinics; assistance with housing by HPD and NYCHA; and other services. As introduced, 
Local Law 23 proposed to track many of these essential life lines to veterans. As of the 
release of this report, NYC does not have comprehensive data on how many veterans 
use its infrastructure and resources, and thus NYC officials cannot accurately gauge the 
need for veterans services. This would be particularly useful information as the city 
assesses and further develops funding and programs for public housing and mental and 
behavioral health services.   
 
“Bad Paper” and NYC Services. Veterans who were discharged with “bad paper” 
(other than honorable, bad conduct or dishonorable discharges) are for the most part 
ineligible for VA services and benefits.97 These veterans face barriers to employment, 
are less likely to receive health care for mental health issues related to their service, 
and have a suicide rate three times as high as other veterans.98 In the absence of 
available federal (VA) resources, these veterans are likely to turn to NY State or NYC 
social and medical services offered to all low-income and homeless New Yorkers. 
Tracking NYC services provided to veterans ineligible for VA services would provide 
critical long-term data on what needs these veterans have after leaving the military, as 
well as identify areas where NYC government could request that the VA grant funding 
or expanded eligibility for these veterans in need. 
 
Respondent Comment. One comment was offered by a respondent on this subject: 

 I would like to explore the accountability of the NYC Department of Health/Mental 
Hygiene, as well as New York State OASAAS and OMH, with regards to the 
number of veterans served, what services agencies under their purview are 
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providing veterans, and how they monitor the quality of veteran services 
provided. 

 
Recommendations. NYC government should maintain a full accounting of city services 
provided to all veterans regardless of discharge status. Comprehensive data is essential 
to policy and planning proposals, and it is something we do not currently have. We 
therefore make the following recommendations: 
 

1. Veterans with less than fully honorable (“bad paper”) discharges should be 
tracked and reported by NYC agencies providing services to them. It is vital to 
track veterans ineligible for VA services and benefits in order to quantify both the 
human and financial costs of bad discharges. With this information, the NYC 
government could utilize this data to petition federal officials for financial 
assistance and/or expanded eligibility for these individuals. 

2. All NYC agencies should take a coordinated approach to tracking and reporting 
on the veterans they serve. This must include a validation process to ensure the 
same veterans and family members aren’t counted twice for receiving similar 
services. This tracking should also include recommendations for future 
synchronization of NYC services for veterans. 
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Veterans Hiring Preference for NYC Government 

While it offers credits for veterans in civil service applications, NYC government does 
not currently have a comprehensive veterans hiring preference for employment that 
applies to all agency positions. A total of 87.08% of respondents indicated that they 
view this as either essential or very important. 

 
 
Background. NYC government is the largest employer in NYC, as well as the largest 
employer of veterans and military reservists in NYC. NYC government officials have 
stated that employment for veterans is a priority, yet, as of the release of this report, 
none have proposed instituting a hiring preference for veterans across all NYC 
government agencies.  
 
Civil Service vs. All City Positions. Many NYC agency positions are filled through civil 
service examinations in a process governed by NY State law that ensures that the hiring 
process is competitive and fair.99 Veterans are exempted from paying to take NYC civil 
service exams, and NY State veterans civil service credits apply as described below. 
Positions requiring specialized skills, education, and experience not captured by civil 
service exams are filled by soliciting resumes, and there is no veterans preference 
involved in this process.  
 
New York State Veterans Civil Service Credits. Currently New York State civil service 
positions (and by extension, NYC civil service positions under this law) offer point 
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credits for veterans serving in designated conflict eras or zones (five points) and for 
disabled combat veterans (ten additional points).100 
 
Federal Veterans Hiring Preferences. Federal positions offer point preferences for 
veterans with any service-connected disability or award of a Purple Heart (ten points) 
and veterans who served during designated conflict eras (five points). These 
preferences apply even those positions requiring a resume showing specialized skills, 
education, and experience. 
 
Veterans Liaisons. Currently direct assistance for veterans and military reservists 
employed by NYC agencies is provided by a designated Veterans Liaison at each NYC 
agency, most often a human resources representative, who has received training from 
MOVA on veterans benefits and employment protections applying to veterans and 
military reservists. The knowledge and involvement of Veterans Liaisons, however, is 
inconsistent and varies by agency. MOVA provides training for Veterans Liaisons, but 
admitted in an April City Council hearing that this training has lapsed and would resume 
sometime this year. 
 
Testimony on NYC Employment of Veterans. In April, the NYC Veterans Alliance 
offered testimony specifically on Veterans Liaisons within NYC agencies related to the 
employment of veterans and military reservists. The testimony differentiated between 
existing Veterans Liaisons

101
 and Military Liaisons,

102
 which may be different people but 

are most often human resources employees. We offered the following 
recommendations related to city employment of veterans and military reservists:103 

 NYC government should enact a veterans hiring preference, similar to existing 
federal and state veterans hiring preferences, for all city government positions in 
recognition of honorable military service and to reinforce the value across city 
government that veterans and military reservists make good employees. 

 NYC government should ensure that all agency Human Resources personnel, 
not just a single Veterans Liaison or Military Liaison at each agency, are fully 
trained on USERRA104 protections for veterans and military reservists, and that 
Human Resources departments educate agency personnel—supervisors and 
veterans and military reservists alike—on these basic protections as part of 
annual training requirements, similar to the annual requirements for sexual 
harassment prevention and conflict of interest training. 

 NYC government should provide an informational brochure or packet–available 
in print and online–to veterans and military reservists employed by the city to 
notify them of the employment protections, benefits, and services available to 
them. Currently they may not even be aware that their agency has an appointed 
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Veterans Liaison or Military Liaison specifically to consult with them on these 
matters. 

 
Recommendations. NYC government has an opportunity to demonstrate its 
commitment to veteran employment by becoming not only the largest, but also the best 
employer of veterans in NYC. To this end, we offer the following recommendations: 

1. NYC government should enact a veterans hiring preference for all city 
government positions in recognition of honorable military service and to 
reinforce the value across city government that veterans and military 
reservists make good employees. Current NY State civil service preferences 
for veterans should remain in effect. 

2. NYC government should consolidate Veterans Liaisons and Military Liaisons 
into a single position to avoid confusion while still meeting separate mandates 
by NY State and NYC laws.  

3. NYC government should provide training for all agency Human Resources 
personnel rather than only one or two liaisons so they are fully trained on 
USERRA105 protections for veterans and military reservists. Human 
Resources departments should be required to train agency personnel—
supervisors, veterans, and military reservists alike—on these basic 
protections on an annual basis, similar to current annual requirements for 
sexual harassment prevention and conflict of interest training. 

4. NYC government should provide an informational brochure or packet–
available in print and online–to veterans and military reservists employed by 
city agencies to notify them of all employment protections, benefits, and 
services available to them. Currently they may not even be aware that their 
agency has an appointed Veterans Liaison or Military Liaison specifically to 
consult with them on these matters. 
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Establishing Veterans Treatment Court in Manhattan 

First implemented in Buffalo, NY, in 2008, Veterans Treatment Courts seek to connect 
veterans in the criminal justice system as a result of untreated mental health conditions 
with treatment, benefits, and support to get them back on the right track.106 Veterans 
Treatment Courts are currently operating in Brooklyn, Bronx, and Queens, and one is in 
the process of being established in Staten Island. There is currently no Veterans 
Treatment Court in Manhattan, with the exception of the Midtown Community Court, 
which has a Veterans Court for misdemeanors only within its catchment area.107 A total 
of 86.41% of respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very 
important. 
 

 
 
Testimony on Manhattan Veterans Treatment Court. In February 2015, the NYC 
Veterans Alliance testified at a City Council hearing in favor of establishing a Veterans 
Treatment Court in Manhattan.108 This testimony cited strong support for this initiative 
from survey respondents thus far. The NYC Veterans Alliance made the following 
recommendations: 

 Veterans Treatment Courts should be operating across all boroughs of NYC, and 
seek to apply and standardize the best practices of veterans treatment courts in 
NY State and across the country. 
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 Veterans Treatment Courts in NYC should involve judges and staff with an 
understanding of military culture and the military-specific challenges of veterans 
in order to be effective. 

 Veterans Treatment Courts in NYC should have veterans on a separate docket 
and involve Veterans Justice Outreach (VJO) specialists from the VA in all cases. 

 Veterans Treatment Courts in NYC should be understood and implemented as 
trauma-informed, treatment-based systems that regularly involve a range of 
stakeholders acting as a veteran support network. 

 An ombudsman or similar entity should be available to take in complaints and 
input from those treated by or working within NYC Veterans Treatment Courts to 
ensure effectiveness and consistency of services across all boroughs. 

 Best practices should be solicited, reviewed, and implemented on an annual 
basis.   

 
Authority for Implementation. Despite vocal support of the Manhattan Borough 
President, the NYC Public Advocate,109 and other key advocates, it remains uncertain 
when a Veterans Treatment Court will be implemented in Manhattan. Decision-making 
authority on a Manhattan Veterans Treatment Court rests with the Manhattan District 
Attorney in coordination with the NY State Unified Court System.110  
 
Proposed Veterans Criminal Justice Task Force. In May 2015, the City Council 
Veterans Committee introduced a bill that would create a task force to study the issues 
confronting veterans involved in the criminal justice system, and to issue a report no 
later than July 2016 with recommendations on how to limit the involvement of veterans 
in the criminal justice system, assist veterans transitioning out of the criminal justice 
system, expand legal services available to veterans, and other recommendations the 
task force finds appropriate. The task force would have representatives from MOVA, the 
Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice, the Department of Correction, the Department of 
Probation, NYPD, and veteran appointees of the Mayor and Speaker of the City 
Council.111 The report would include information on incarcerated veterans.   
 
Respondent Comment. One respondent made a comment about veterans in the 
criminal justice system: 

 Establish a separate area for veterans incarcerated in Rikers Island Jail. 
 
Recommendations. If veterans should fall into contact with the criminal justice system, 
they should be treated the same across all five boroughs. Veterans arrested in 
Manhattan, for example, should receive the same access to resources and treatment 
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alternatives to incarceration that a veteran arrested in Brooklyn, Queens, or the Bronx 
currently does. We therefore make the following recommendations: 
 

1. NYC officials should communicate with the Manhattan DA, NY State Unified 
Court System, and NY State senators or assembly members as needed to 
determine a near-frame timeline for implementation of a Veterans Treatment 
Court in Manhattan. Veterans Treatment Courts must be established and fully 
functional across all five boroughs to ensure fair and equivalent treatment of 
veterans involved in the criminal justice system. 

2. The bill creating a Veterans Criminal Justice Task Force should be passed by 
City Council and signed into law by the Mayor without delay.  

3. Veterans incarcerated at Rikers Island and city detention centers should have 
their cases reviewed for treatment and access to services that could better their 
conditions, assist with reintegration into communities upon release, and prevent 
future involvement with the criminal justice system.  

4. Veterans Treatment Courts in NYC should follow best practices of veterans 
treatment courts in NY State and nationwide, such as: involving judges and staff 
with an understanding of military culture and the military-specific challenges, and 
holding veterans on a separate docket and involving Veterans Justice Outreach 
(VJO) specialists from the VA in all cases. Best practices should be solicited, 
reviewed, and implemented on an annual basis.   

5. Veterans Treatment Courts in NYC should be understood and implemented as 
trauma-informed, treatment-based systems that regularly involve a range of 
stakeholders acting as a veteran support network. 

6. An ombudsman or similar entity should be available to take in complaints and 
input from those treated by or working within NYC Veterans Treatment Courts to 
ensure effectiveness and consistency of services across all boroughs. 
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Creating NYC Department of Veterans Affairs 

The City Council Veterans Committee has introduced a bill that would elevate the 
current Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs (MOVA) to an independent agency that would 
centralize oversight and management of veterans affairs in NYC and be accountable to 
both the Mayor and City Council. MOVA currently is only accountable to the Mayor. As 
of the release of this report, this bill is pending in committee. A total of 84.37% of 
respondents indicated this initiative was either essential or very important to them.  

 
 
Current Role of MOVA. The NYC Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs (MOVA) currently 
states the following information on its website:112 

The Mayor's Office of Veterans' Affairs (MOVA) was established by local law 53 
in 1987.  MOVA advises the Mayor on issues and initiatives impacting the 
veteran and military community.  MOVA works with the U.S. Department of 
Veterans Affairs (VA), the New York State Division of Veterans Affairs 
(NYSDVA), City Agencies, veteran's organizations and other stakeholders to 
offer services to veterans, their dependents and survivors; while encouraging 
innovative partnerships to ensure creative problem solving. 

This web site contains a wealth of information and is designed specifically to 
accommodate the needs of the veteran and military community; whether you are 
currently serving or a veteran, MOVA can be a great resource either through this 
website or by calling our office at 212-442-4171 or going to 311 Online.  Our 
Office is located at 346 Broadway, 8 West.  (Entrance for visitors is on 108 
Leonard Street) 
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Duties Specified in City Charter. The New York City Charter specifies the following 
powers and duties for MOVA:113 

The  office:  1.  shall  have  such  powers  as provided by the director of the state 
veterans' service agency and shall  have  the  duty  to  inform military and naval 
authorities of the United  States and assist members of the armed  forces  and  
veterans,  who  are  residents  of this state, and their families, in relation to  

a) matters  pertaining  to  educational  training  and   retraining   services   
and facilities,    

b) health,   medical  and  rehabilitation  service  and  facilities,   

c) provisions  of  federal,  state  and  local  laws  and  regulations  affording  
special  rights and privileges to members of the  armed forces  and  
veterans  and  their  families,   

d) employment  and  re-employment  services,  and   

e) other matters of similar, related or appropriate nature. The office also 
shall perform such other  duties  as may  be  assigned  by  the  state  
director of the division of veterans'  affairs; 

2. shall utilize, so  far  as  possible,  the  services,  commissions, boards, 
bureaus, institutions and other agencies of the state and of the  political  
subdivisions thereof and all such officers and agencies shall  cooperate with and 
extend such services and facilities to the office  as  it may require. 

 
Chartered Role vs. Stated Role. The City Charter lists MOVA’s duties to inform and 
assist military members and veterans in relation to the topics listed above, as well as to 
utilize, “so far as possible,” all of the resources of the city and state for these purposes. 
The stated role on MOVA’s website, however, highlights MOVA’s current role in 
advising the mayor, which is not specified in the City Charter. The website also states 
that MOVA itself provides services to veterans, which is not completely accurate, given 
that there are currently no veterans benefits counselors on staff. The website further 
states that MOVA engages government agencies, veterans organizations, and 
stakeholders to encourage “innovative partnerships” and “creative problem solving.” It 
remains a matter of interpretation as to whether these latter functions meet the City 
Charter’s directive to “utilize, so far as possible” all of these resources to inform and 
assist military members and veterans in NYC.  
 
Current Limitations of MOVA. MOVA currently has a Commissioner and five staff 
members who operated last year on a budget of $614,274, with $311,780 being funded 
by a New York State grant for a dedicated NYC (county) veterans affairs agency.114 
Given the duties specified in the City Charter for MOVA, in addition to the current scope 
of veterans’ needs and the resource landscape for NYC veterans, we observe that 
MOVA currently has the following limitations:  
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 MOVA has no staff dedicated to programmatic oversight of veteran-specific 
initiatives or to providing direct services for veterans.  

 MOVA does not currently have veterans benefits counselors on staff to assist 
veterans who call or visit the office seeking assistance. 

 MOVA has no ability to oversee the City Council discretionary funds provided 
annually to organizations providing services for veterans.115 

 Benefits, services, programs, regulations, and requirements that are applicable 
to veterans either employed by or served by NYC’s 120+ offices and agencies 
are not fully coordinated and communicated by MOVA.  

 MOVA does not currently function as a hub that fully informs and connects 
veterans with the full scope of resources available from NYC-based nonprofits 
and government agencies that serve veterans. A comprehensive, up-to-date 
guide to resources available in NYC has not been made public, and MOVA does 
not inform the public even of many of the military and veterans events MOVA 
officials attend and participate in.  

 
Testimony on Oversight of MOVA. On May 6, 2015, the NYC Veterans Alliance 
testified at a City Council hearing on the oversight of MOVA. Our testimony recognized 
the work of the MOVA Commissioner and five staff members, but pointed out that 
MOVA’s staffing and budget are insufficient for the proper oversight of veterans affairs 
for the nation’s largest city. Our testimony made the following recommendations: 

 NYC government must allocate more funding for veterans affairs to enable more 
sufficient staffing and resourcing of programs and oversight. 

 NYC government must empower MOVA to oversee and coordinate all city 
funding and programs targeted at veterans, to include oversight of City Council 
discretionary funds currently overseen by other agencies and coordination and/or 
oversight of programs such as: 

o NYC, VA, and nonprofit efforts to combat veteran homelessness 

o NYC veteran housing initiatives 

o Veteran Treatment Courts in NYC  

o CUNY and other higher education programs serving student veterans 

o Training and resourcing of Veterans Liaisons who ensure veteran and 
military employees of NYC government receive proper protections and 
benefits 

o NYC vending licenses for disabled veterans 

o Veteran business and employment opportunities 

o Assessments of NYC agency outreach and service to veterans 
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 MOVA should serve as a true liaison for the implementation of federal funds and 
programs serving veterans in NYC, to include the $3.4 million in federal funds 
granted to NYC government for veteran homelessness, as well as addressing the 
quality of services provided by the VA to NYC veterans.  

 
Proposed Department of Veterans Affairs. Council Member Eric Ulrich introduced a 
bill last year that proposes to create an independent Department of Veterans Affairs. As 
of the release of this report, the bill is in committee and has more than thirty 
sponsors.116 A summary of the bill is as follows:117 

Currently, Section 14 of the New York City Charter establishes an Office of 
Veterans Affairs within the mayor’s office. This bill would establish a separate 
Department of Veterans Affairs (the “Department”), headed by a Commissioner 
of Veterans Affairs. The bill would provide the Department with the responsibility 
to cooperate with federal, state, and local agencies and to inform and assist 
members of the armed forces and veterans, and their families in matters relating 
to: educational training and retraining services and facilities; health, medical, and 
rehabilitation services and facilities; provisions of federal, state, and local laws 
and regulations giving special rights and privileges to members of the armed 
forces, veterans, and their families; employment and re-employment services; 
and other appropriate matters.  

Additionally, this bill amends the New York City Administrative Code to require 
the Department to publish information on its website concerning resources 
intended to assist veterans in obtaining employment, and to consult with city 
agencies to identify job postings for inclusion on the Federal veterans’ job bank. 
Finally, the bill requires each city agency to designate an employee to act as a 
liaison with veterans within the agency, and the Department to provide periodic 
training to the veterans’ liaisons, as well as to post on its website the names of 
the liaisons at each city agency. 

 
Benefits of Creating a Department of Veterans Affairs for NYC. If this bill were to 
pass, it would have the following benefits that are otherwise not possible under the 
existing MOVA charter: 

 Veterans Affairs would be accountable to both the Mayor’s office and the City 
Council, which would mean that it would have greater continuity between 
mayoral administrations because it would no longer be under the total control of 
each sitting mayor, and thereby wholly subject to whether a mayor prioritizes 
veterans affairs or not.  

 Being accountable to both the Mayor and elected City Council representatives 
would also make veterans affairs more responsive to the concerns of the 
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community because veterans could directly petition all of their elected city 
officials to make improvements. 

 A Department of Veterans Affairs would have the ability to oversee the $400,000 
in City Council discretionary funds given annually to organizations that provide 
services for NYC veterans, an authority which MOVA does not currently have. 

 A Department of Veterans Affairs would have its own budget to manage to 
provide the direct assistance to military members and veterans that is mandated 
by the City Charter. 

 A Department of Veterans Affairs would likely be able to add the staffing and 
resources needed for program management, improved coordination and 
communication with all NYC agencies, improved coordination and 
communication with NY State and federal agencies, and more comprehensive 
coordination and communication with the many nonprofits and veteran service 
organizations in NYC. 

 A Department of Veterans Affairs would have greater capability to inform military 
members and veterans in NYC of the comprehensive resources available to 
them, as mandated by the City Charter. It would also likely be able to add robust 
and qualified staff to communicate resources and events through far more 
effective use of social media, online and printed newsletters and brochures, and 
other communication methods needed to reach the approximately 220,000 
veterans and military members residing in NYC.  

 
Respondent Comments. Comments from respondents on the topic of creating a 
Department of Veterans Affairs include: 

 Establishment of a separate NYC Department of Veteran's Services with proper 
staffing and adequate budget would go a long way toward the realization of all of 
the aforementioned priorities and goals listed in this survey. 

 Please establish this as an independent agency beholding to no other 
government agency is what is needed in New York City. Let New York City be 
the beacon of light that veterans been seeking: that is a self promoting institution 
using veterans benefits to grow the veteran and the veteran society. 

 We in the non-profit realm support veteran needs. SSVF, HVRP, need a 
responsive sluiceway where our programs meet the veterans in need both 
digitally and in person! How about MOVA!!! 

 Most importantly, a more active MOVA commissioner in implementation of any 
new policies, nothing has been done by MOVA. 

 We need more than MOVA which under Director Holiday was largely a joke. 

 What about the role of the City as lobbying for VA benefits at the state and 
federal agency and educating the Veteran community and general public about 
Veteran issues? 
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 I'd like a clearer understanding of what MOVA does, as it doesn't seem like it 
does much in terms of requiring action on veterans' issues in NYC. I see a lot of 
speeches by the head of MOVA, but not a lot of review of policies or any real 
power to make change attributed to the MOVA office. 

 No "new" government agencies! Less red tape. 

 Congratulations to Eric Ulrich and to the members of the NYCC's Veteran's 
Committee. MOVA should definitely be moved up to the status of a fully 
accredited and financed "Department". 

 Rather than establish more government bureaucracy and another taxpayer 
funded budget for politicians and their families and friends how about stopping 
the stealing of veterans money i.e. Speaker Christine Quinn's Veterans' slush 
fund and Mayor Bloomberg's illegal taxing of Veterans' income. How about 
instead of lip service and photo ops for the Military Veterans' who earned and 
paid for the ground we walk on Public Servants don't need special agencies to do 
what's right for the ones who keep them and their families alive in the USA. 

 
Recommendations. MOVA’s current level of staffing and resourcing is far too limited to 
manage veterans affairs for the largest city and the largest city government in the 
country, and it is also insufficient for MOVA to fulfill the duties currently mandated for it 
by the City Charter. MOVA also has too limited authority to fulfill its chartered role and 
properly oversee programs, funding, and resources that serve NYC’s veterans, service 
members, and their families. A separate Department of Veterans Affairs should be 
established and fully resourced to achieve the outcomes intended by the City Charter. 
We therefore make the following recommendations: 
 

1. The City Council should pass a bill and all necessary appropriations without 
delay to establish and fully resource a functional Department of Veterans Affairs 
for NYC. The Mayor should then sign this into law at the earliest opportunity. 

2. The NYC Department of Veterans Affairs should implement VA-certified  
veterans benefits counselors, as described on pages 62-65 of this report, to 
assist military members and veterans as specified in the City Charter. 

3. The NYC Department of Veterans Affairs should assign experienced and 
qualified staff members as program managers to communicate, collaborate, 
develop plans, hold coordination meetings, and otherwise partner with the 
government agencies, veterans organizations, and other stakeholders involved in 
the delivery of veteran-specific services in NYC—in order to fully utilize, “so far 
as possible,” (as specified in the City Charter) all of these resources in a 
coordinated, streamlined way. 

4. The NYC Department of Veterans Affairs should provide ongoing, proper 
oversight of all city funds granted to organizations providing services to veterans 
in NYC in order to maximize the quality and benefit of these services for the most 
veterans.  
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5. The NYC Department of Veterans Affairs should assign staff who are 
experienced in media communications to spearhead communications initiatives 
to inform as many NYC veterans and service members as possible (as specified 
in the City Charter). This should include printed and online materials as well as 
robust social media outreach to promote comprehensive awareness of all 
benefits, services, resources, and veterans resource events available in NYC. 
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Making Veteran Businesses Competitive for NYC Contracts 

Businesses must meet certain requirements in order to compete for and win bids for 
contracts with NYC government, and goals have been set for increased contracts for 
women and minority-owned businesses. Currently veteran-owned businesses are not in 
a competitive category for contracting with NYC government. A total of 80.82% of 
respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very important. 
 

 
 
NYC Government Contracts. NYC government purchases more than $13 billion in 
goods and services each year from businesses that register and meet requirements for 
doing business with the city.118 Businesses must make competitive bids to provide the 
goods and services NYC agencies are looking for. Certain categories of businesses are 
made more competitive in order to promote fairness and to foster businesses owned by 
categories of persons who are otherwise under-represented in the marketplace.  
 
Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprises (M/WBE). In conjunction with 
NY State and national efforts to foster businesses owned by minorities and women, 
NYC agencies have been encouraged to set goals for awarding contracts to minority- 
and women-owned businesses. Last year, $690 million in NYC contracts were awarded 
to M/WBEs, and Mayor de Blasio announced in May an overall goal for NYC 
government to award $16 billion to M/WBEs by 2025.119 The city has been mandated to 
spend $1 million on a study that will examine ways NYC government can increase 
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 http://www.nyc.gov/html/sbs/nycbiz/html/summary/selling.shtml  
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 http://www.capitalnewyork.com/article/city-hall/2015/05/8568073/city-pushes-minority-and-female-
owned-business-contracting  
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participation of and contracting with M/WBEs in the future.120 When M/WBE legislation 
first passed in 1990, the City Council introduced a bill to include veteran-owned 
businesses in a similar effort. This bill, and other subsequent efforts to date, have not 
passed.121 
 
Procurement Goals for Veteran-Owned Businesses. The federal government 
requires that at least 3% of all federal agencies’ contracting dollars go to businesses 
owned by service-disabled veterans, and there are also contract “set asides” for 
veteran-owned businesses.122 NY State requires that at least 6% of all state contracting 
dollars go to businesses owned by service-disabled veterans.123 Cities like Nashville 
have goals for contracting with businesses owned by service-disabled veterans, and 
other cities like Chicago, Miami, and San Antonio have goals for contracting with 
veteran-owned businesses.124 Cities like Orlando and Las Vegas give other preferences 
for veteran-owned businesses in city contracting.125 NYC currently has no mandated 
goal or preference in place for contracting with veteran-owned businesses. 
 
NYC Small Business Services (SBS) Veteran Procurement Study. Last year, 
$200,000 was allocated in the city budget for a study by SBS to determine the viability 
of procurement goals for veteran-owned businesses in NYC.126 SBS contracted with 
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) to conduct the study. PwC surveyed 150 veteran-
owned businesses in NYC and estimated that only 15,400 veteran-owned businesses 
exist in NYC, an estimated 700 of which are owned by service-disabled veterans, and 
only 6,200 of those businesses were estimated to meet requirements for doing business 
with the city. The study was released in December 2014 by SBS and MOVA,127 and 
concluded that a goals program for NYC government to contract with veteran-owned 
businesses was not recommended at that time because of the number of veteran-
owned businesses was too small.128  
 
Responses to the SBS Veteran Procurement Study. A hearing on the report in 
January 2015 included the following responses: 

 Then-Chair of the VAB, Vincent McGowan testified that data from the U.S. 
Census 2007 Survey of Business Owners showed that there are 39,236 veteran-
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owned businesses in NYC, not including Staten Island due to insufficient data.129 
U.S. Census data for NYC shows more than double the number of veteran-
owned businesses estimated in the report.  

 Scott Davidson, president and CEO of Vets GSA LLC, a NYC-based, disabled 
veteran owned business, reviewed the SBS M/WBE certified database and 
observed that nearly 10% of M/WBEs certified to do business with NYC 
government were located outside of NYC. He further reviewed the federal 
government’s System of Award Management130 to observe that 908 NYC-based 
service-disabled veteran owned businesses are registered to do business with 
the federal government. Added together with those registered in NJ and CT, he 
observed that there are currently 1,908 eligible service-disabled veteran owned 
businesses in the tri-state area. Davidson stated that if NYC’s M/WBE program 
accepts businesses from out-of-state, then estimates of businesses owned by 
service-disabled veterans should take this into consideration as well. 

 
NYC Assistance for Veteran-Owned Businesses. NYC SBS provides a robust 
program for assisting any small business owner with training and access to information 
and laws relating to starting and operating a small business in NYC. Veteran-owned 
businesses have been among the small businesses assisted by SBS. Since the release 
of the report in December, SBS has stated that it is assisting veteran-owned businesses 
wishing to do business with the city by identifying them as veteran-owned businesses 
when they register on the Payee Information Portal (PIP)131 used by businesses 
desiring to bid on city contracts. This identification does not, however, give the veteran-
owned business any formal advantage in winning contract bids. As of the release of this 
report, there is also no information available on the SBS website about specific 
resources for or identifying as a veteran-owned business in NYC. 
 
Benefits of Veteran-Owned Businesses. Veterans are 45% more likely than their 
civilian counterparts to be self-employed,

132
 and veterans also come to business 

enterprises with training and experience with leadership, working in teams, planning and 
executing complex plans, and other critical competencies that relate directly to starting 
and succeeding in small business. Veteran-owned businesses also succeed at a higher 
rate than their civilian counterparts.133 Additionally, veterans are increasingly diverse in 
economic background, race, gender, sexual orientation, and other categories that have 
been less represented in small business ownership. Incentivizing and bolstering 
businesses owned by individuals of diverse backgrounds who have sacrificed for their 
country sends the clear message that military service is valued and prioritized by 
government. 
 
Respondent Comment. One respondent offered a dissenting comment on this subject: 
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 I do not agree that veteran run business should get preferential treatment in the 
choosing of government contracts. The best team for the job should get the 
contract. Hopefully veterans will be the best of their own merit; not because of 
special preference. 

 
Recommendations. NYC government currently has contracting goals for M/WBEs, and 
has made important efforts toward both improving the viability of these businesses and 
increasing the number of M/WBEs that NYC agencies contract with. Any failure to meet 
goals is considered a matter for NYC government to improve upon rather than simply 
too small a pool of viable businesses to matter. NYC government must take a similar 
approach to veteran-owned businesses when it comes to city contracts. Last year’s 
report from SBS and MOVA surveyed too small a pool of veteran-owned businesses 
and estimated less than half of the number of veteran-owned businesses stated in 2007 
U.S. Census figures for NYC—thereby invalidating the report’s conclusion that there are 
too few veteran-owned businesses in NYC for contracting goals to be implemented. We 
therefore make the following recommendations: 

1. NYC government should set a goal of 3% for contracts with service-disabled 
veterans—the mandated minimum for federal contracting—and work toward 
reaching that goal as it currently does with M/WBEs. If service-disabled veterans 
do not currently own businesses, or their business is not viable to contract with 
the city, then outreach can and should be made by SBS and MOVA to increase 
the number of viable businesses owned by service-disabled veterans. It should 
not be assumed that service-disabled veterans do not wish to own viable 
businesses that benefit from city purchases.   

2. NYC government should commit to working toward an overall goal of 6% for 
contracts with all veteran-owned businesses, to encompass the goal of 3% for 
service-disabled veterans. Veteran-owned businesses are proven to have higher 
success rates, and are worthy investments for NYC government to establish and 
work toward contracting goals. 

3. The NYC SBS website and other outreach materials must include information 
specific to businesses owned by service-disabled veterans and veterans in 
general.   
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Placing Veterans Benefits Counselors in Each Borough 

Advocates have suggested that veterans benefits counselors are needed as a 
government function to inform veterans contacting them of the often complex and time-
intensive steps needed to file a disability claim with the VA, to access or utilize VA 
benefits locally, and to access NY State and NYC veterans benefits within the city. This 
initiative received strong support from survey respondents. A total of 80.24% of 
respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very important. 
 

 
 
Background. During Commissioner Sutton’s 90-day review, she put forth to the 
borough presidents an idea of placing veterans benefits counselors in each of their 
offices. The Robin Hood Foundation had previously funded three veterans benefits 
counselors at MOVA for one year in anticipation that the city would continue the 
program on budget in subsequent years. Funding for three veterans benefits counselors 
was proposed in the Fiscal Year 2015 budget, but was not approved in the final 
budget.134 Commissioner Sutton stated in a hearing in May 2015 that veterans benefits 
counselors are no longer needed due to significant reduction in the backlog of pending 
VA claims and the ongoing benefits counselors provided by VSOs.  
 
Need for Veterans Benefits Counselors. Veterans often need help to navigate a 
system of federal, state, and city veterans benefits and services that can be highly 
complex, time-consuming, and frustrating for non-experts to understand and learn 
about. Government offers these earned benefits and services to veterans, yet 
government offices still have a long way to go in streamlining accessibility, making all of 
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 See page 27 of this report for more information about the veterans benefits counselors cut from the FY 
2015 budget. 
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these benefits and services known to veterans, and helping veterans to understand the 
choices and processes involved. Eligibility requirements can also be difficult to 
understand and navigate, and may require the intervention of government officials to 
access lost or destroyed military records, especially if the veteran left service decades 
ago. The need for veterans benefits counselors is ongoing, especially as new veterans 
return home from recent conflicts, as older veterans become newly eligible for health 
claims related to Agent Orange or other past injuries, as aging veterans need 
assistance with recalibrating existing benefits and applying for new services related to 
aging and deteriorating health,135 and as outreach efforts continue to find under-served 
veterans who need help with accessing the benefits and services they’ve earned.  
 
VSO Veterans Benefits Counselors. Several veteran service organizations (VSOs) 
offer assistance and/or case management for veterans seeking services or assistance 
with filing claims with the VA. The American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW), 
and Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America (IAVA) all offer counselors and 
assistance to veterans requesting help with VA benefits.136 Other nonprofits and veteran 
organizations in NYC help to connect veterans and family members with services and 
benefits available to them as well. Additionally, the NYC-based Unite Us, as part of the 
NYC Serves initiative funded by Syracuse University’s Institute for Veterans and Military 
Families (IVMF),137 has developed an online platform and telephone coordination center 
that connects veterans and family members to benefits, services, and other resources in 
NYC.

138
 

 
Limitations of VSO Veterans Benefits Counselors. It must be noted that while VSOs 
provide a tremendous service in assisting veterans, they often exclude individuals if 
they do not have the discharge status or time in service required for the organization’s 
definition of “veteran.”139 It is therefore the role of city government to provide outreach to 
under-served veterans, especially those not served by VSOs, and assist them with 
attaining federal, state, and city services and resources for which they can qualify. 
 
Veterans Benefits Counselors in Government Offices. Counties across NY State 
and other jurisdictions provide veterans benefits counselors. Aside from NY State 
Division of Veterans Affairs counselors in a few VHA locations, there is currently no 
equivalent in NYC or borough government. Veterans benefits counselors are proven 
investments for state and local governments, as they bring an influx of federal dollars 
into the local economy as well as providing overall long-term savings for government 
services that would otherwise be provided to individuals not served by the VA. When 
veterans benefits go unclaimed, veterans and their dependents essentially leave federal 
dollars on the table due to lack of information and assistance. 
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Veterans Service Officers Announcement. On June 22, 2015, Mayor de Blasio and 
Speaker Mark-Viverito announced that $335,000 in new funding would be allocated for 
a team of Veterans Service Officers to be made available across the five boroughs.140 It 
must be noted that this announcement is a reversal of the de Blasio Administration’s 
statement in May that veterans benefits counselors were not needed, and comes after 
persistent pressure between April and June of 2015 by the NYC Veterans Alliance, Iraq 
and Afghanistan Veterans of America, and other outspoken advocates to restore the 
three veterans benefits counselors slashed from the FY 2015 budget. At the time of this 
report’s release, there was no further information available about this initiative. 
 
Respondent Comments. Comments from many respondents were offered on the 
subject of veterans benefits counselors and access to veterans benefits and services: 

 Service Officers are needed in all Boroughs; these and all Veterans Affairs 
positions should be filled by veterans. 

 Make available to Veterans information important for them to receive resources 
available for them when needed. 

 Veterans need more guidance as to what benefits they are entitled to. Veterans 
feel neglected. 

 The existence of a system for outreach to every returning veteran, not VA based, 
to maximize unthreatening linkage to ease readjustment process. 

 Veterans often distrust government excesses. A careful balance must exist 
between available veterans services and an excessive governmental "presence" 
in delivery of such services. 

 Being a Vietnam Veteran and all Vietnam vets did not receive the proper care 
when we came home. So I will do whatever I can to help our young vets and old 
vets to make sure they get the proper help and not be forgotten like the Vietnam 
Vets. I believe any worthwhile program no matter how big or how small is 
extremely important for our vets of today. 

 Providing effective services for women veterans. 

 Veterans who qualify for benefits should not have to get the run around to obtain 
those benefits. It should almost be one stop shopping to take care of veterans 
needs. 

 I would like to see veteran's services of substance, not a verbal pat on the back 
as we get pushed to the rear. The priorities should be health care and suicide 
prevention, housing (especially for homeless), employment and childcare, 
education, and then all the other stuff. 

 Would like to see an increase in services provided to pre-9/11veterans 
regardless of discharge status as well as supportive services to family members 
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and significant others (such as support groups). Once again, to veterans of all 
eras, family, and non-married significant others. 

 Veteran related services should not be duplicating VA services but rather adding 
to them. 

 Process and programs that are aggressively seeking out the veterans and 
indexing their needs. The ones that need the most help are the ones that have 
the most to lose and the most difficulty in getting help. 

 I think it is important to have support services for veterans readily available and 
also well-advertised. It's not a good resource unless people know it's there.  

 More programs referring to woman veterans single mother struggling veterans 
woman who has experience sexual assault recognized within the gov level. 

 
Recommendations. The announcement that a team of Veterans Service Officers will 
be added to MOVA is welcome news, and an indicator that NYC government 
recognizes the critical role that NYC government must have in ensuring all NYC 
veterans are able to access the benefits they have earned and the care owed to them 
for injuries incurred during their period of military service. We fully support the prompt 
implementation of these Veterans Service Officers, and make the following further 
recommendations:  

1. MOVA must ensure that all Veterans Service Officers are VA-certified, qualifying 
them with the knowledge and understanding needed to manage complex VA 
application processes and timelines. They also must have comprehensive 
knowledge of how these benefits interact with state and city programs, as well as 
a thorough understanding of services available from city agencies and nonprofits 
in NYC.  

2. MOVA should consult with borough presidents, the City Council Veterans 
Committee, and local VSOs to determine where veterans benefits counselors 
can be made most accessible to veterans in need.  

3. MOVA should make full use of print and online media as well as social media to 
inform as many NYC veterans, service members, and their families as possible 
of how and where they can reach these Veterans Service Officers. 

4. MOVA should provide annual, detailed reporting of the number of veterans, 
service members, and family members reached by Veterans Service Officers, 
and the outcomes and assistance provided to these individuals. An example of 
adequate reporting is provided by the San Diego County Veterans Service 
Office.141 
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 Detailed reporting of services provided by the Veterans Service Office is in the San Diego County 
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Including Veteran Status on NYC ID Cards 

Earlier this year, NYC ID cards were launched, and the Mayor stated that veteran status 
would be included, although this has yet to be implemented. A total of 70.88% of 
respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very important. 
 

 
 
IDNYC Cards. The new “IDNYC” card is an optional identification card for NYC 
residents ages 14 and older, and requires only proof of identity and residency.142 The 
intent of the ID card is to provide a means of identification for all city residents, enabling 
them to access government facilities, libraries, banking services, and other institutions, 
and to be able to identify themselves to law enforcement with an ID card that does not 
require proof of citizenship, immigration status, or housing status. IDNYC is accessible 
regardless of language proficiency or disability. Certain benefits and discounts are 
extended to IDNYC card holders.143  
 
Veteran Designation on IDNYC Cards. Designation of veteran status for IDNYC —
similar to what is available for NY State ID cards—has been discussed, but is 
delayed.144 The MOVA Commissioner stated in a City Council hearing in May that a 
process is being defined for implementation of veteran status on IDNYC cards in the 
near future. 
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Veteran Status on NY State Driver License and Photo ID. Honorably discharged 
veterans can show proof of service by mail or at a Department of Motor Vehicles office 
to have the word “veteran” printed on their driver license, learner permit, or non-driver 
photo ID card. Proof includes DD 214 or other discharge papers (if released prior to 
1950) showing honorable discharge.145 
 
NYC Definition of Veteran. The New York City Charter currently defines a veteran as 
follows: 

The term "veteran" means a person who has served in the active military service 
of the United States and who has been released from such service otherwise 
than by dishonorable discharge. 146 

 
Recommendations. The intent of IDNYC is to expand access to government 
identification cards for NYC residents who might otherwise not be granted one, and this 
should also include a broader definition that recognizes the military service of veterans 
who otherwise have gone unrecognized. This is not to grant unearned benefits, but 
rather to prioritize recognition of a veteran’s military service over circumstances that 
might have been problematic or unjust. We therefore offer the following 
recommendations: 

1. IDNYC should recognize veterans consistent with the definition of “veteran” 
described in the New York City Charter. IDNYC should print the word “veteran” 
on cards if veteran can show proof of military service on active duty or reserve 
duty beyond initial training. Proof should be DD 214 or other discharge papers (if 
released prior to 1950) showing any discharge other than dishonorable. 

2. IDNYC cards indicating veteran status should not be considered as determining 
eligibility for federal or state veterans benefits.  
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Expanding Veteran Eligibility for Pension Buyback 

Current law permitting honorably discharged veterans employed by NY State and NYC 
to purchase or “buy back” up to three years of credit toward their pension at a reduced 
rate presently excludes veterans who served during the post-1975 Cold War era, and in 
Somalia, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. Legislation to update eligibility requirements is 
pending in the NY State legislature as of the release of this report. A total of 69.72% of 
respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very important. 
 

 
 
November 2014 Veto. Last year, the NY State Assembly and Senate passed legislation 
that would extend veteran eligibility for purchasing up to three years of pension credit at 
a reduced cost. The intent of this legislation was to update eligibility requirements for 
combat veterans beyond the eras and geographic localities of existing law, as well as 
extending it to some non-combat veterans in parallel with existing eligibility for veterans 
who served during the Vietnam era but not in direct combat. Despite legislation passing 
both the NY State Assembly and Senate, Mayor de Blasio lobbied Governor Cuomo to 
veto it, citing concerns that it was too great a financial burden on the city. Governor 
Cuomo vetoed the bill last November.147 
 
Statement of Support by Mayor de Blasio. In a press conference during Fleet Week 
and in anticipation of Memorial Day, the Mayor announced a reversal on his position. 
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He stated that he would support current NY State legislation entitled the Veterans 
Equality Act,148 which would extend eligibility for Afghanistan veterans.  
 
Statement of Opposition by Mayor de Blasio. On June 19, Mayor de Blasio again 
changed his position on the Veterans Equality Act, issuing a Memorandum in 
Opposition to it,149 citing financial concerns. He then issued a Memorandum in Support 
on June 22 for an alternative bill that would provide eligibility only for Afghanistan 
veterans at the exclusion of other combat veterans who served in locations that are 
ineligible under current law.150 
 
Other Veteran Pension Credit Programs. The federal government gives full credit for 
all years of active military service for the federal employee pension buyback program.151 
Massachusetts offers up to four years of pension buyback credit for veterans who 
served at least four years of active duty.152 
 
Current NY State Legislation. As of the publication of this report, NY State Senate bill 
S2124153 was unanimously passed by the NY State Senate. The corresponding NY 
State Assembly bill A8174-A154 passed with only one “no” vote on June 26. Both bills 
are “All Veterans” versions, and, if signed into law, would update existing legislation by 
removing a large volume of restrictive wording that describes dates of military conflicts 
and geographic areas that would then need to be continuously updated to ensure all 
combat veterans would be eligible. The bill also extends eligibility to include peacetime 
and stateside veterans, which is consistent with prior inclusion of all veterans during 
designated pre-1975 conflict periods, regardless of the geographic location of their 
service. In effect, all honorably discharged veterans with at least five years in civil 
service would be eligible to purchase up to three years of pension credit. The law would 
then need no further amendment or update to include future veterans. 
 
Respondent Comments. Comments were offered from respondents on the subject of 
the pension buyback bill:  

 The 3 year buy back for non-combat is important. I served during a conflict but by 
luck I was not sent over and I am not eligible. Also female soldiers are not 
permitted in combat MOS so that limits their chances of serving in combat. So 
not permitting them to buy back time is sexist. 

 NYS/City pensions should be reserved for those so employed. Public employees, 
who have significant deductions taken from their wages to pay for the pension 
system, and must shoulder an increasing share of pension costs, should not be 
made to subsidize those who have not contributed to the system. 
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Recommendations. In order to ensure all pension-eligible veterans serving in NY State 
and NYC government are treated equally and in a similar fashion to federal government 
employees, and also to rectify the veto of similar legislation last fall, we make the 
following recommendations: 

1. NYC officials and citizens alike should express their support for Governor Cuomo 
to sign the Veterans Equality Act bill into law.  

2. If the Veterans Equality Act legislation should again fail due to the Governor’s 
veto, NYC officials should support similar legislation in the future and not settle 
for an “Afghanistan-only” update. Mayor de Blasio must support equality for 
veterans employed in civil service. 
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Inclusive Definition of “Veteran” 

Advocates have proposed that NYC define “veteran” as any person who has served in 
the military and received a DD214, regardless of status or circumstance of discharge, in 
order to make services available to those who may have been adversely discharged as 
a result of unrecognized and/or untreated physical or mental conditions related to their 
military service. This initiative met with the strongest disapproval, with 14.25% of survey 
respondents indicating that they oppose it. Nevertheless, a strong majority of 67.39% of 
respondents indicated that they view this as either essential or very important. 
 

 
 
Current NYC Definition of Veteran. The New York City Charter currently defines a 
veteran as follows: 

The term "veteran" means a person who has served in the active military service 
of the United States and who has been released from such service otherwise 
than by dishonorable discharge. 155 

 
Federal Definition of Veteran. For the purposes of a national census, the federal 
government defines a veteran as: 

Men and women who have served (even for a short time), but are not currently 
serving, on active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the 
Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World War II. 
People who served in the National Guard or Reserves are classified as 
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veterans only if they were ever called or ordered to active duty, not counting the 
4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.156 

 
Discharge Status. When a service member is discharged from active duty, he or she 
receives a DD Form 214 (“DD214”) as a record of service that documents the service 
member’s character of the separation from service.157 Honorable service is the most 
common character of separation or discharge status, and is required for eligibility for 
most VA benefits and services. If a service member is deemed not to meet conditions 
required for an honorable discharge, the discharge may indicate general (under 
honorable conditions), other than honorable, bad conduct, or dishonorable conditions. 
Discharge status affects eligibility for VA benefits and services, civilian employment 
opportunities, and other opportunities requiring a background check. Dishonorable or 
bad conduct discharges, also known as “bad paper,” can have consequences similar to 
a civilian criminal record.158  
 
Eligibility for VA Benefits and Services. For the purposes of VA benefits and 
services, the VA uses discharge status and its own character of discharge 
determination as the primary means of determining eligibility. For VA health care, a 
veteran must have a minimum of an administrative discharge. Even then, veterans with 
Other Than Honorable discharges are subject to a VA determination for eligibility for 
health care and benefits.159 Veterans with Bad Conduct discharges are barred from 
receiving medical benefits but may receive service-connected disability benefits if they 
were discharged by a special court-martial. To qualify for other benefits, such as G.I. Bill 
educational benefits, an honorable discharge is required.160  
 
Eligibility for NY State Benefits and Services. For the purposes of benefits such as 
the inclusion of veteran status on NY State driver’s license and ID cards, an individual 
must have served on active duty and received an honorable discharge. The veterans 
property tax exemption additionally requires service during designated periods or 
conflicts,161 and the pension credit program requires service during specific conflicts and 
geographical areas.162 The veterans tuition award is specific to veterans who served in 
specific wartime campaigns.163 Social service programs, such as services offered to 
assist incarcerated veterans with reentering society, require only a DD 214.164  
 
Eligibility Requirements vs. Definition of Veteran. Different federal and NY State 
benefits and services are accessible to veterans based on specific eligibility 
requirements that include discharge status, time in service, era of service, and 
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geographic location of service—any of which may vary from program to program. The 
definition of veteran—which varies between NYC and the federal census—is dependent 
on whether a veteran served on active duty, how long they served on active duty, and 
discharge status. Individuals who served full terms in the National Guard or reserve 
forces without being called to active duty may be excluded from this definition, despite 
otherwise meeting all federal requirements for satisfactory terms of training and service. 
VSOs may also define veterans based on era of service, combat service, and/or 
discharge status.  
 
Reasons for “Bad Paper” Discharges. In past eras, service members received 
adverse discharges for conduct related to undiagnosed Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
and Traumatic Brain Injury, for homosexuality, and other conduct related to conditions 
that would otherwise be understood or treated differently today. Even as policies have 
been updated, such as the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,”165 it has remained the 
responsibility of each veteran to petition the appropriate discharge review board with the 
often extensive documentation and legal preparations needed to successfully upgrade 
an adverse discharge.166 With the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” there are at least 
100,000 veterans nationwide who are eligible for a correction of their discharge 
papers.167 It should also be noted here that assistance for veterans seeking a discharge 
upgrade is available from organizations such as the Urban Justice Center’s Veteran 
Advocacy Project.168 
 
Recent Controversy Over “Bad Paper” Discharges. Even with modern knowledge of 
trauma, there are many veterans whose mental health has been ignored during their 
separation process. Many veterans have been inappropriately labeled with personality 
disorders instead of Post-Traumatic Stress. More than 32,000 of these veterans have 
been discharged since 2001. The Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA) estimates that by 
doing so, the federal government has denied these veterans medical care valued at 
approximately $4.5 billion and disability compensation valued at approximately $8 
billion.169 Other veterans have returned from deployments and engaged in misconduct 
that resulted from PTSD or TBI. Last fall, Secretary Hagel issued a directive to 
discharge review boards to give more lenient consideration for veterans discharged for 
conduct related to PTSD or TBI to have bad discharges upgraded,170 but the discharge 
upgrade process remains arduous and difficult without legal representation. The stigma 
of a bad discharge brands them for life and keeps them from accessing the vital health 
services they need to move forward.  
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Testimony on “Bad Paper” Discharge Status.  The following testimony was delivered 
at a February City Council hearing on consideration of discharge status as related to 
tracking veterans receiving services from NYC agencies: 

 All men and women who answered the call of service to our nation should first be 
assumed to be veterans—and then eligibility for services should be determined 
thereafter.  

 Including data on City services offered to veterans not having an honorable 
discharge would offer critical data on veterans who have been under-served or 
otherwise left behind by the system.  

 The process for upgrading the character of a discharge can be long and 
problematic, and while discharge status is key to eligibility for VA benefits, 
discharge status should not be a determining factor for tracking of services 
provided to veterans by NYC agencies.  

 
Respondent Comments. Comments were offered by respondents on this subject:  

 Regarding "Bad Paper" Vets who are service connected must have access to 
medical treatment. Also, NOT ALL Bad Paper Vets should receive the same 
benefits and privileges. 

 I feel that the last question pertaining to the definition of "veteran" should be 
edited. I do not feel that it should mean any person who has served in the military 
and received a DD214. The term "veteran" means anyone who has served for 
90+ consecutive days. It should stay that way. On the basis of type of discharge, 
I believe any veteran should be authorized to utilize the VA healthcare system, 
and be able to utilize the GI bill. 

 For veterans with an other-than-honorable discharge seeking eligibility for city 
services, there should be an impartial, individual review process with right of 
appeal, but no blanket eligibility.  

 Anyone without an honorable discharge should be put in a different classification. 

 I am interested most in identifying and helping veterans who saw combat and 
deployment, but were unable to attain an honorable discharge. I don't want to 
reward "bad" soldiers, but believe there are many who had trouble completing 
their term of service honorably but who still made important contributions and 
sacrifices that should be acknowledged by making them eligible for some 
benefits. 

 A Veteran is one who has served in a designated combat zone. Any service 
member who never served in a combat zone - like being on the bench and not on 
the playing field - is NOT a combat Veteran 

 I ANSWERED THIS SURVEY BECAUSE WE AS VETERANS SHOULD TAKE 
CARE WHEN WE ARE IN NEED. I OBJECT TO THE CALLING OF A VETERAN 
OTHER THAN HONORABLE. WE DON'T WANT DISCHARGED VETS THAT 
ARE BELOW HONORABLE RECEIVING ANY OF THE SERVICES 
AQUAINTED TO OUR VETS. THEY CAN GET HELP ELSE WHERE. MY 
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BROTHER AND SON ARE DISHONORABLE VETS SO I KNOW WHAT I’M 
TALKING ABOUT. I ON THE OTHER HAND AM AN HONORABLY 
DISCHARGED DISABLED VETERAN OF THE VIET NAM WAR WHO SERVED 
DURING THAT WAR STATESIDE TAKING CARE OF 25,000 FILES OF PAY, 
MEDICAL AND RECORD RECORDS IN PERSONNEL, SAN DIEGO, CA. I’M 
PROUD OF MY BROTHER AND SISTER VETERANS DISABLED UNDER 
HONORABLE TO THE END. GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!!!!! I DON'T HAVE MY 
PENSION AND PURPLE HEART IN MY RECORDS. IT'S BEEN 50 YEARS. 

 
Recommendations. In order to ensure that no individual who served in the military and 
who may still suffer from conditions related to their military service is left without 
recognition or assistance, and because city services provide a social safety net for the 
men and women who would otherwise have no place to turn, NYC government should 
expand identification of veterans for the purposes of tracking city services delivered to 
these individuals.  
 

1. Upon intake of individuals for social services, NYC government agencies should 
inquire whether the individual has ever served in the military. For the purposes of 
identifying and tracking veterans receiving social services and enabling access to 
veteran-targeted programs related to health care, mental health, behavioral 
health, and homelessness, city agencies should identify all individuals who have 
served in the active or reserve components of the military as veterans, 
regardless of length of service or discharge status.171  

2. MOVA should work to connect all individuals who have served in the active or 
reserve components of the military, regardless of length of service or discharge 
status, with any federal, state, city, and nonprofit services for which they qualify 
in order to ensure all individuals identified as veterans receive the help they 
need. 

3. For the purposes of other benefits and services, NYC government should define 
veteran as any individual who has served in the military and received a discharge 
that is other than dishonorable. Eligibility for certain benefits and services 
designed to recognize and honor veterans, however, should continue to be 
determined based on criteria relevant to the specific benefit or service, to include 
discharge status, time in service, combat service, or other criteria that parallels 
federal and state eligibility requirements and aligns with the current NYC 
definition of veteran. 
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Other Suggested Initiatives 

Outside of the previously mentioned initiatives and suggestions, respondents offered 
the suggestions listed below. 
 
Affordable Housing 

 There are not enough affordable housing options for Veterans in NYC. Some of 
the new developments do not currently offer lottery preference to veterans (such 
as Hunters Point South.) The housing connect website, set up to make applying 
for affordable housing easier, asks for veteran status. However, when it asks 
about disability it only gives three options: mobility impaired, deaf, and blind. How 
would disabled veterans with PTSD or TBI receive preference under those 
categories? This issue greatly affects the quality of life for vets in NYC. 

 I would like to see NYC government provide more guidance and support on the 
VA mortgage loan process, and promote affordable houses for veterans in the 
five boroughs. Rents are skyrocketing and I don't think there are any programs to 
help veterans buy properties in NYC. That program would greatly help veterans 
find affordable houses. 

 Access to housing in NYC is essential for veterans, especially given the high cost 
of living in the city. 

 My husband and I would like to see the City make purchasing an apartment or 
Co-op using a VA home loan easier than it is today. Currently, there are only a 
handful of VA approved apartment buildings throughout the 5 boroughs! I think 
this would benefit many veterans in the NYC community... Purchasing an 
apartment or co-op would be much more financially realistic vs. trying to buy a 
house within one of the boroughs. 

 Need more affordable/free housing for the veterans. 

 Need more housing for veterans with families...and subsidies for this group! 
 
Vending Licenses 

 I would like to bring to your attention the ongoing non-enforcement of general 
merchandise vending laws specifically in the midtown core of Manhattan (the 
area bordering 30th St to 65th St., from 2nd Ave to 9th Ave). Contrasted by the 
harassment leveled onto the legally licensed Disabled Veterans and their needed 
helpers. At issue are the multitude of vendors who are violating the laws 
restricting them to working outside of the midtown core, which is designated for 
"Disabled Veterans" with legal "Specialized" Blue licenses. 

 I find it difficult with getting a mobile food vending license whereas every other 
foreign individual has access to these licenses in NYC. Just trying have an 
opportunity after serving 29 years and counting.  

 Eliminate the current General Business Law Article 4 section 35a. This Law is 
OFFENSIVE and DIVISIVE to Veteran Vendors. 
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 I would like to see the city create a committee to help disabled veteran street 
vendors with the ignorance of the police pertaining to state law which governs 
disabled veteran vendors. 

 Enforce the law to eradicate rent-a-vets who lease their licenses and permits. 
 
Employment 

 I proudly served and came home to NYC and had a lot of trouble finding a job. 
There should be a more efficient place for veterans to go to get help finding work 
as it is hard to translate to civilian world a lot of military job duties. 

 Would like to see veterans added to all existing non-civil service employment 
programs offered to minorities and women. 

 Better work force for veterans. Coming back from deployment it is very difficult to 
find a well-paying job which forces us soldiers to look forward on to another 
deployment. Leaving our families for better pay is very stressful not only on us 
veterans but our families as well.  

 The Mayor's Office and city agencies need to add more emphasis to hire 
veterans into city government for jobs that they are capable of to include 
experience received during military service. 

 I should like to see an investigation of the 55/B and C programs to see how many 
disabled veterans have gained employment! I would like to see an investigation 
of Voc. Rehab and Education to see what happens to veterans who have issues 
that cause difficulty in their transition to civilian life while going to school and their 
second chances!  

 
Education  

 Giving Veterans more college credits for their time in service, especially in CUNY 
and SUNY Colleges. Eliminating the expiration of the GI Bill 

 ALSO critical and unmentioned are educational benefits/scholarships/grants via 
NY TAP fund, or any other external scholarship funds, and well as GI Bill 
housing--- a critical issue is how Post 9/11 veteran students are marginalized and 
prejudiced as "government assistance" due to their GI Bill and negatively 
affected when seeking any type of housing. 

 College Benefits for dependent children of Disabled Veterans not 100% 

 NEW YORK STATE VETERANS USING CHAP.31 BENEFITS (VOC REHAB) 
TO INCLUDE 'TRACK' TO NY STATE JOBS, NYC JOBS, AND GRADUATE 
STUDIES (MSci, MBA, ETC.). PROGRAM SHOULD BE MORE TRANSPARENT 
IN VETERAN'S GOALS; VETERANS ARE NOT MADE AWARE OF FULL 
SCOPE OF PROGRAM (COUNSELORS ARE DISINGENUOUS IN THEIR 
DISCUSSIONS, WITHHOLDING "GRADUATE SCHOOL" OPTION, ETC) 
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Other Health Services 

 More medical coverage...Tricare is a joke...the fees are outrageous.  

 Why not dental!!!!!!! 

 I am disappointed to not see any mention of women's health issues or Military 
Sexual Trauma/Military Gender-Based Violence advocacy mentioned here. 
Given the particular failings of this arena massively impacting current service 
members and veterans it should be a focal point with elected leaders. 

 A need for better defined addiction/recovery services for military members and 
their families. 

 
Support for Veterans Family Members 

 It is also essential to take care of the veteran's immediate family members. The 
immediate family members must have priority benefits. If a couple have been 
legally married for all the veteran's service; service benefits should be in place 
(ID card, medical, dental, mental etc...). It's the least you can do after separating 
the family at given times. More must be done. 

 
Improved Digital Coordination and Communication 

 Further support digital platforms like Unite Us. Make better linkages between 
veterans groups and NYC area National Guard, Reserve, and Active Duty 
military units. Create a quarterly newsletter with NYC area veterans-specific 
events. 

 
Assistance with Veterans Parking / Tolls / Auto Registration 

 Parking placard similar to NYPD/FDNY for parking in the city, as continued 
professional courtesy. Lowering the toll payments for Military service members 
and civilians that work on the military installations in NYC. 

 Reduction of tolls on bridges. 

 Reduction of registration cost for car renewal. 
 

Tax Reductions for Veterans 

 A one-time tax credit.  

 Drop the school tax insertion on real estate property tax. The veterans exemption 
is the ONLY tax exemption that is hit with a school tax penalty. 

 I would propose a segment of NYC taxes--on everything--go to fund all of the 
aforementioned. It is, essentially, a war tax used to care for those who served in 
volunteer military. Everyone has to have skin in the game. You need to create 
more civilian-military bridges...bridge the gap. 

 Real-estate tax reduction for co-ops.  
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Veterans Discounts 

 I would like to see more discounts available to veterans for social entertainment. 
We missed so much personal time as a family doing our service but now that we 
have the time we can't afford to spend to enjoy some of the attraction in this great 
city. 

 Discounted travel for active/reserve/guard service members that live and work in 
the NYC area.  

 
Military Base Benefits for Veterans 

 I was insulted by a lady at the Brooklyn VA after I left the service and wanted to 
know why I could not continue to shop at the Fort Hamilton Commissary and PX. 
This is a big insult to veterans. It does not matter if you serve 1 day if you are a 
veteran you should have continued access to use these facilities. Not only 
veterans but if you serve your country you should get some benefit - continued 
shopping at these facilities is the least they can provide. I always wondered why 
most veterans and former military personnel are so angry....now I know why. We 
are treated like nothings....not all of us want to serve for twenty years. With the 
military downsizing, most soldiers are not going to get 20 years. It is a disgrace to 
serve your country and be treated as we are...like nothing....use us and then toss 
to the curb.  

 
Tolerance for Expressions of Veteran Identity 

 I have served proudly for 22 years and have respected the uniform all of that 
time. Now I work in the maintenance field unrelated to the military field around 
soldiers who are performing their duties for Homeland Security and have been 
told that I am dishonoring soldiers because of the way I wear my ACU's with a 
retired patch and black boots. My job is not their job and respect should be 
shown at all cost to any or all individuals who want to show their pride. I believe 
that sensitivity training should be taught as to not impede on another person’s 
form of flag waving. 
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A Marine’s Story 

An anonymous respondent172 wrote his personal story in the comments section of the 
survey. The intent of this report is to give veterans a voice, and all comments related to 
the content of the survey have been included here. This Marine’s story is included 
below to allow him a public voice, and to inform readers about this and similar struggles 
that many NYC veterans face.  
 

I AM A MARINE COMBAT VETERAN FROM OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM. I 
HAVE SERVED MY TOUR OF DUTY FOR THE UNITED STATES AND ITS 
MILITARY. I HAVE SERVED THE UNITED STATES SEVEN MONTHS IN A 
HAZARDOUS COMBAT ZONE AS A 0311.   
 
I CAME HOME WITH PTSD COUPLED WITH OTHER MEDICAL ISSUES 
DEVELOPED WHILE ON ACTIVE DUTY. I WAS PRESCRIBED MEDICATIONS BY 
NAVAL MEDICAL OFFICERS AND I BEGAN TO EXPERIENCE AN 
HALLUCINOGENC STATE. I QUICKLY BECAME LOST TO REALITY, AND I GREW 
HATE FOR MYSELF. I BEGAN TO SEE DRASTIC DEGREDATION AFTER TAKING 
THE MEDS AS PRESCRIBED; MY HAIR RAPIDLY BECAME GRAY IN A PATCH, A 
RASH APPEARED ON MY LOWER BODY SHORTLY AFTER COMING BACK 
STATESIDE, RAPID WEIGHT LOSS, SYSTEMIC BURNING AND PAIN, 
IRRITABLITY, LOSS OF BODY ORIENTATION, SADNESS, DEEP DEPRESSION, 
RECKLESS THINKING, DEAD FEELING, INVOLUNTARY MUSCLE SPASMS, 
UNEXPLAINABLE SHORTNESS OF BREATH, BLOOD FOUND IN MY BIO-
FLUIDS, LOSS OF INTEREST IN ALMOST EVERYTHING, COLD SWEATS, 
INVOLUTARY ACTIONS IN MY SLEEP, SELF-ISOLATION, LOSS OF FEELING 
FOR MY LOVE ONE, HEADACHES, CHEST PAINS, AND MORE.  
 
MY NEED TO FIND SOLUTIONS TO THIS PROBLEM LED ME TO SELF-
MEDICATE WITH THE USE OF CANNABIS AS A LESSER FORM OF NARCOTIC 
TREATMENT. I BECAME FEARFUL OF ALL CAPSULE FORM MEDICATONS, 
BECAUSE I WAS NEGATIVELY AFFECTED BY ALL 15 PRESCRIBED MEDS. I 
WAS GIVEN MEDS BY THE MILITARY RANGING FROM ANTI-PSYCOTICS FOR 
PTSD TREATMENT TO NARCOTICS FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY. THE 
MARIJUANA ONLY CREATED A TEMPORARY SOLUTION TO A GROWING 
PROBLEM. THE MILITARY'S MEDICATONS TURNED ME INTO A PERSON 
WITHOUT GOOD JUDGEMENT ABOUT ANYTHING, AND I WAS BEGINNING TO 
MENTALLY FEEL AN INCREASE IN STRAIN AND DEGREDATION.  
 
My wife complained to my command that the medications was affecting my behavior. 
She said "my husband that went to Iraq is not the same coming back home." My wife 
and I met as marines, but she has never been deployed or experienced the effects of 
PTSD on someone so close to her.  My marriage dissolved quickly due to the issues 
that came about due the side effects from the medications. I came home to regrets 
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from my loved ones not a celebration of my service. My wife and child left me shortly 
after, saying I should have left the military prematurely, maybe things would have 
been different. I felt as if i lost everything that I loved due to my service.  
I went AWOL to hang myself, however military police found me minutes before my 
commitment.  I was found with a cord in my bag and the writing materials for my last 
letter. The military police was already looking for me because I was absent from my 
command for less than 30 days.  
 
I have numerous health problems after coming home from Iraq, such as my lungs 
ache and pain. I inhaled many toxins from moon dust aboard Camp Habbaniyah, 
Anbar province, said to have low radioactive contaminants from previous wars during 
Saddam’s regime. I am without any health coverage and my health is quickly 
degrading. I feel as if I am fatally ill inside. I know that I took an oath to die for 
America, I didn't expect it to be this way.  
 
After my discharge i was without an income or military health services. I became 
homeless after 6 months. My family (mom) was afraid of me because, she claimed 
veterans with PTSD is dangerous and unpredictable. I felt as if the effects of my 
service made me hated. I couldn't believe I was treated as monster. I can’t even 
begin to explain what negatives I have lived since the end of my enlistment. I had a 
rough experience in Iraq, during my post deployment, and back home with civilians 
due to their fear from what is often seen in the media. I was homeless and I lived 
from house to house until I reached the city shelter system.  
 
Discouraged, I seeked employment at $4 an hour as a building porter. I then became 
the maintenance man making $5 an hour.  I was suffering financially and my 
children's mother needed money due to lack of employment as well. I couldn't believe 
that as military family we couldn't find money to care for our daughters better. My wife 
wanted to give the relationship a chance again, but at that point i was in financial 
woes stemming from my time in the military.  
 
I AM NOW ENROLLED IN TWO COLLEGES; ONE FOR FACILITY MANAGEMENT 
AND THE OTHER FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT. I HAVE BEEN SERVING 
FELLOW VETERANS IN THE CIVILIAN WORLD TO GET INTO SCHOOL AND 
FIND HELP WITH VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS EXTERNAL OF THE VA.  
 
SO FAR THE ONLY MEDICAL THERAPY I HAVE RECIEVED IS FROM PTSD 
RESEARCH PROGRAMS. I HAVE BEEN SEEN BY NYU LANGONE AND WEILS 
CORNELL HOSPITAL. THE RESEARCH DATA COMPILED IS AIMED AT SERVING 
FUTURE VETERANS.  
 
SO FAR I HAVE CONNECTED 62 VETERANS TO MILITARY OR CIVILIAN 
SERVICES, MANY OF WHOM HAVE BEEN TRANSFORMED IN THEIR LIVES FOR 
THE BETTER. I BROUGHT VETERANS TO THE VA MEDICAL HOSPITAL WHO 
WAS SEEN AND THEY NEVER BEEN GIVEN ACCEPTANCE. THEY HAVE NEVER 
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BEEN IN COMBAT, BUT I HAVE, AND I HAVE YET TO EVEN BE CHECKED BY 
THE VA.  
 
LAST YEAR I TRIED AGIAN TO SEEK HELP BY THE VA, AND I WAS TOLD THAT 
I WAS INELIGABLE FOR VA HEALTHCARE BENEFITS. I NEEDED MEDICAL 
HELP SO BAD, I NEEDED ASSISTANCE GETTING INTO A VETERANS 
HOMELESS SHELTER; AND I WAS DENIED EVERYTHING DUE TO MY 
DISCHARGE STATUS.  
 
DURING MY ACTIVE DUTY ENLISTMENT, I WAS FILING TO BE AN AMERICAN 
CITZEN. I PASSED THE TEST AND I WAS GIVEN AN ACCEPTANCE. AFTER I 
WAS DISCHARGED I WENT TO MY SWEAR IN CEREMONY, AND I WAS TOLD 
BY THE OFFICIAL THAT MY DISCHARGE DISQUALIFIED ME. I FELT CRUSHED, 
BECAUSE I WENT TO COMBAT TO DIE FOR THE UNITED STATES WITH 
HONOR AND NOW HERE I AM, NOT EVEN A CITZENSHIP TO SHOW FOR IT. IT 
IS SO SHAMEFUL THAT ONE STICK OF MARIJUANA COULD DENY ME 
EVERYTHING. I AM SO ASHAMED TO EVEN SAY MY NAME. 
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Who We Are 

 
NYC Veterans Alliance 
Launched in January 2015 by a group of NYC veterans and service providers, the 
Alliance is a grassroots coalition dedicated to connecting NYC veterans and 
organizations, advocating for improved policies that affect veterans and their families, 
informing the NYC veterans community and the public about policies and news affecting 
them, and empowering veterans to speak up and take action.  
 
Learn more about the NYC Veterans Alliance at www.nycveteransalliance.org.  

 

  

http://www.nycveteransalliance.org/
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